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"Wisdom is good judgement. Good judgement comes out of
experience and experience is a result of making mistakes and
bad judgement"
[unknown]

Executive summary

Wh at role does and can MIC Tanzania Ltd (Mobitel) play in the development of the
Tanzanian telecommunication sector?

T

his report provides the answer to the above mentioned research problem. The main

~s-~were:

•

To provide Mobitel with information conceming their current and future
customers, which enables them to evaluate their overall strategy and to map out
future strategies.

•

To inform Mobitel about the feasibility of instaHing pay-phones around Dar es
Salaam.

In order to reach these targets,C!fire~-;;;;:~have been carried out. The first survey,l'i''
among Mobitel' s customers, yielded a customer profile and revealed trends in the )
characteristics of these customers. The second survey has been used to identifY thu
motives of non-customers for not being a Mobitel customer. Finally, a third survey has·-\., 1v
been carried out in the rural villages around Dar es Salaam to indicate the feasibility ofJ
imptementing a pay-phone.
The main results are presented below.

Mobitel customers
A 'common' customer of Mobitel is between 30 and 49 years old, male, Christian, and
eams more than 300,000 Tshs. per month. His knowledge and usage of the (value
adding) services is marginal. According to the dient, the service provision of the
Customer Service department is not satisfactory. He wants Mobitel to extend its network
to Arusha and Mwanza. The most wanted new service is 'Internet'.
Clientele trends are: females are relatively new customers, the average iocome decreases
with the year of application, and in time, friends/relatives get more important as a means
of advertisement.

Non Mobitel customers
Mobitel is, to the non-customers, very well known within the area of Dar es Salaam. The
most important reason not to he a customer of Mohitel is that the services are too
expenstve.

Villagers
Th ere is a demand for telephone services. The pay-phone provided by Mobitel should he
a stand alone contiguration located in the centre of a village. The traffic, generated hy the
pay-phone, is expected to he 42 calls per day per village.

Ct2.
1
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On the basis of these results, a number of recommendations have been formulated. The
recommendations are, in order of priority:
CD Educate Customer Service personnel
The competition in the telecommunication sector grows. Improvement of service
provision of the department 'Customer Service' can strengthen the position of
Mobitel. According to Mobitel's customers, the service provision ofthe Customer
Service department is not satisfactory. The main instrument to improve service
provision is to educate the employees of Customer Service on how to treat
customers. Spend half a day every week using the experience of the manager of
this department A role play is the most suited instrument for this type of
education.
@

Inform and instruct customers
Inaccurate customer action is one of the main causes of the high number of
unsuccessful calls. This can be reduced by providing better information to the
customers on how to operate their mobile phone. The same instructions improve
the customer's knowledge of the offered services. This will stimulate the use of
these services and thus benefits Mobitel. An employee can spend five days a week
teaching the customer. It is wise to select groups in advance, for example young
customers, Moslems, or females. It is also advisable to distribute a ncwsletter with
the latest information on Mobitel's products and services.

@

Provide Internet services
Many clients are interested in Internet, and have access to a computer. Offering
this additional service will distinguish Mobitel from other telecommunication
providers. We expect that this new service can be provided within a year. The
costs for the clients will be approximately US$ 20 per month for the conneetion
plus the normal call charge.

® Extend services to Arusha and Mwanza
The survey indicated that many customers want Mobitel to extend its services to
Arusha and Mwanza. The time needed to extend the infrastructure depends on the
number of base stations. The installation of one base station will take
approximately one month.
@

Analyse network performance from customer's viewpoint
Technically spoken, the Mobitel network performance is satisfactory. From a
customer's point of view (based on the same data), the network performance is
really bad. This is caused by both the behaviour of the customers and the poor
performance of the landline network. By analysing the performance of Mobitel's
network from the customer's viewpoint, one is able to indicate and quantify the
problem areas.
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The preceding recommendation relate to the service provision in urban areas.
Research on the feasibility of implcmenting Mobitel pay-phones in rural villages around
Dar es Salaam indicated that a village pay-phone project is feasible under the following
conditions:

•
•
•
•

The pay-phone traffic equals more than 33 calls per day per village,
The pay-phone is a stand alone card phone located in the centre ofthe village,
Initial investment does not exceed US$ 4,000,
The call charge equals Tshs 180 on average,
The interestrateis 12% (for project fmancing).

However, due to the range of the expected traffic (21-42 eaUs per day per village) the
investment is risk-y. More research is needed to pass a solid judgment. Guidelines for this
supplementary research are:
CD Verify the traffic forecasts
This can be done by instaHing one or more pay-phones and measure the actual
generated traffic for at least half a year. Villages which were also included in the
sample should be used in the research to be able to compare the forceast and real
traffic thereby estimating the sample bias.
@

Perform a full feasibility study
Identify and quantify all the cost items.

lf the outcome of a full feasibility study would he positive, Mobitel should not hesitate to
engage in providing pay-phone services in rural areas. It will certainly improve their
reputation. Mobitel pay-phones could provide the frrst step towards real improvements in
self-confidence and capacity of the villagers to generate wealth and to aid national
development.

iv
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Preface

T

his report has been written in order to obtain the Master of Science degree at the
Eindhoven University of Technologyin The Netherlands. With this, we complete a
two and a halfyear study programme on Technology and Development Sciences (ros) at
the faculty ofTechnology Management. The programme provides a sound foundation in
science, engineering and socio-economie sciences as well as the ability to apply theory in
a practical manner to prepare students (like us) for a professional career related to
development problems and development studies.
The content ofthis report covers the results of research performed at MIC Tanzania Ltd.
in the period from 10 May 1996 to 26 November 1996. MIC Tanzania Ltd., also known
as Mobitel, operates a mobile cellular network in Dar es Salaam and on the island of
Zanzibar. It was our main task to discover their expansion possibilities in both urban and
rural areas.
During our stay in Tanzania1 we gained a lot of insight in the practical application of
social research in developing countries. Field activities, for instance, clearly confirmed
the benefits and (unfortunate) drawbacks of the u se of personal interviews, observation,
interpreters and mailed questionnaires. The pleasant corporation with Mobitel and the
University of Dar es Salaam led to mutual understanding of cultural differences in both
business and social areas.

A brief view on Tanzania is presented in Appendix A
V
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Glossary

ACG

African Communications Group

DEL

Direct exchange line

EMX

(E)TACS

Electronic Mobile Exchange
(Extended) Total Access Communication System

GSM

Global System for Mobile communications

IFC

International Finance Corporation

MIC
MSC

Millicom International Cellular
Mobile Switching Centre

PCO
PSTN

Public Call Office
Oublie Switched Telephone Network

TCC
TRP
TRITEL
TTCL

Tanzanian Telecommunications Commission
Telecommunication Restructuring Programme
TRI Telcommunications Limited
Tanzanian Telecommunications Company Limited

ÎJC
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Chapter 1

Introduetion

"ft is no longera debatable fact that telecommunications services are the greatest means
and most important driving force in social integration and economie development. An
ejjicient and wel! developed telecommunications system is a basic requirement in any
modern economy"
Mr. Mapunda, Managing director ofTTCL

T

hese apparently obvious words will gain ready acceptance by all of us. However,
indisputable evidence for a causal relation between telecommunications and
development does not exist. Nevertheless, the importance of telecommunication
infrastructure in the development of countries has been stressed in numerous expert studies
which show a close relation between the number of main telephone lines and per capita
income1. It is undebatable that developing countries have a disproportionately small share
of the wortd's telecommunications. For example, countries outside the OECD have 85
percent ofthe wortd's population but less than 30 percent of all the telephone lines [Br-.1!95].
In fact, it has been stated that the city of Tok')'o has more telephones than the whole
continent of Africa [Mne92].
Tanzania possesses one ofthe wortd's least developed telecommunication networks. Only
3 telephones are available per 1,000 inhabitants2 [ITU96J. In 1994, the Tanzanian
Telecommunications Company Limited (TTCL) initiated a Telecommunications
Restructuring Programme (TRP) in order to develop the networkin a number ofurban and
semi-urban locations throughout Tanzania. However, it is unlikely that this programme will
meet the requirements ofthe majority ofrural and poor urban areas (see chapter 3).
Another step in the development ofthe Tanzanian telecommunication sector has been the
introduetion of new operators 3 . MIC Tanzania Ltd. (Mobitel), a mobile operator, is one of
them. They started operations in 1994 and connected some 5,500 customers to date4 . Like
every competitive company, they constantly seek new ways to provide quality service to
their customers.
This chapter describes the methodology of our M.Sc. research project that has been
commissioned by MIC Tanzania Ltd. in order to discovertheir expansion possibilities in
both urban and rural areas of Tanzania. The methodology comprises both theoretica} and
empirica! issues. The structure of this report is given in the last paragraph.

See appendix B for a study on telecommunication and economie developrnent.

In the Netherlands, 509 telephones per I ,000 inhabitants are available [ITU95].
Up to 1994, the national telecommunication company had a complete monopoly on the
provision oftelecommunication services.
December 31, 1996.
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Introduetion

1.1

Theoretica! issues
Theoretica} issues include the problem definition, research areas and questions, research
aims, definition of key concepts, theoretica} framework and last but not least the
operationalisation of the key concepts in the theoretica} framework.

1.1.1

Problem definition

In March 1995, the (then) general manager of Mobitel, Mr. R.Ross, wrote a letter of
invitation to the authors of this report. He put forward a large number of subjects which
could he included in the research. In essence they all served the same purpose, namely to
evaluate Mobitel 's performance up to now and to find new ways of expanding the Mobitel
network. In order to comply with the wishes ofMobitel and, moreover, to place the research
in a broader perspective, the following research problem has been formulated:

Wh at role does and can MIC Tanzania Ltd. (Mobitel) play in the development of the
Tanzanian telecommunication sector?

1.1.2

Research areas and research questions

A number of research questions have been formulated in order to tackle the main research
problem. The research questions are classified in four research areas.

RESEARCH AREA

1

Assessment of appropriate telecommunication technologies for developing
countries.
Related research questions:
a.

What are the environmental constraints which limit the expansion of
telecommunication services in developing countries?
b. Which prerequisites do these constraints yield fora kind oftechnology?
c. Which teleconununication technologies are available today?
d. Which technologies are appropriate for developing countries?

RESEARCH AREA 2

Current state ofaffairs regarding telecommunications in Tanzania.
Related research questions:
a. What is the history ofthe Tanzanian telecommunication sector?
b. What is the present structure ofthe Tanzanian telecommunication market?
c. Is Tanzania on the right track oftelecommunication development?

Theoretica! issues

3

RESEARCH AREA 3

Mobitel's possibilities for providing mobile telecommunications in Tanzania.
Related research questions:
a. What are the organisational characteristics ofMobitel?
b. What are the technica! characteristics of Mobitel?
c. What are the characteristics of Mobitel's current customers?
d. Is it possible to identify customer trends?
e. What is the opinion of non- (i.e. potential) customers about Mobitel?

RESEARCH AREA 4

Feasibility of imptementing (Mobitel) pay-phone in rural villages around Dar es
Sa/aam
Related research questions:
a. Is there a need for pay-phones in rural villages?
b. What are the technica! system requirements?
c. What is the expected traffic in the coverage area?
d. What are the costs and benefits for Mobitel and the villagers?

1.1.3

Research goals

Since Mobitel is the main commissioner, the assignment the main goals ofthe research are
tailored to their wishes. The main goals are:
•

To provide Mobitel with information concerning their current and future customers,
which enables them to evaluate their overall strategy and to map out future strategies.

•

To inform Mobitel about the feasibility of installing pay-phones around Dar es
Salaam in order to improve Mobitel's reputation. Besides, the pay-phones are a
means to fulfill the possible - govcrnment imposed - universa! service obligation. The
universa! service obligation is proposed as one of the options for funding rural
services [Car95J.

Additional goals - less important for Mobitel, but scientifically very important - are:
To gain insight in the appropriateness of telecommunication technologies for
developing countries.
•

To contribute to the ITO-project concerning the industrialisation of Tanzania;
telecommunication being one of the important enabling technologies with respect to
industrialisation.

Introduetion
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1.1.4

Definition of key concepts

The key concepts have to be defmed in order to avoid misunderstandings caused by
ambiguity of some of the concepts.

Telecommunication
Official defmition (ITu): any transmission, emission or reception of signs, signals,
writing, images and sounds or intelligence of any nature by wire, radio, optical or
other electromagnetic systems. This includes telephony, radio, television, etc.
However, in this report telecommunication means telephony. Other media are left out
of consideration.

Mobile telecommunication
A form of radio-communication with a radio link between a non-fixed (mobile)
communication station and a fixed communication station. Stations are both
transmitter and receiver (i.e. transceiver).

Pay-phonc
A public tclephone that accepts coins or encoded credit cards. Could also include
systcms which require payments to the owner before or after use.

Appropriate technology
Tbc technology mix contributing most to economie, social and environmental
objectivcs in relation to resource endowments and conditions of application in a
country.

Rural villages
Administratively, Tanzania is divided into 25 regions (appendix C). The regions are
divided into districts which are further subdivided into divisions (tarafa). The
divisions are made up of clusters of villages called wards (kata). The village forms
tbc basic government unit with an indicative population size of, on average, 1,700
inhabitants. In the census called 'Sensa 88' [Bur9IJ all villages are mentioned, and
divided into rural and urban villages. This census is used by the government, the
University, and also in this research.

Dar es Salaam and Coast Region
Dar es Salaam region comprises the Districts Kinondoni, Ilala, and Temeke. Coast
region comprises the districts Bagamoyo, Kibaha, Kisarawe and Rufiji. Villages
under investigation are those which lie within Mobitel's coverage area.
(see appendix H)

Empirica( issues

1.1.5

5

Theoretica( framework

Figure 1.1 shows the theoretica! framework of this research. The thick boxes indicate the
main variables.

Environmental
constraints

Mobitel
wireless
technology

Alternative
technologies

Figure 1.1

1.1.6

Tanzania

Rural areas
around
Dar es Salaam

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Operationalisation of concepts

Concepts have to be operationalised in order to be measurable. The operational defmitions
are used toselect the research instrument(s) for each research area. To improve readability
the operationalisations and the selection ofthe research instrument(s) are joined together in
paragraph 1.2.

1.2

Empirica! issues
Empirica! issues include the selection of research instruments, methods of data collection
and the methods of analysis. These issues are presented separately for each research area.
As indicated before, the operationalisations are also included.

1.2.1

Research area 1

Assessment of appropriate telecommunication technologies for developing
countries.

Operational defmitions
A developing environment Iimits the expansion of telecommunication services in a
number ofways. These limiting factors of different kinds of nature (socio-economie,
topological, climatological, etc.) are called environmental constraints.
The environmental constraints impose limitations with regard to the selection of a
particular telecommunication technology. The technica! design parameters which
result from the constraints are called prerequisites.
Telecommunication technology is defmed as the technology used to provide
telephone service. The service includes speech communication as well as, to a lesser
extend, data communication.
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•

Research instrument and method of data collection
Data for this research area is gathered by means of ~literature study because many
has been written on this subject. After all, it is not neèesiruy to re-invent the wheel!
Sourees of literature have been the libraries of the Eindhoven University of
Technology, the University of Dar es Salaam, the World Bank, United Nations and
Mobitel. Most of the publications used are from renowned institutions like the World
Bank, the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) and the Institute of
Electrical and Electtonic Engineers (IEEE). Various sourees are compared in order to
improve the reliability of the presented data. In case of discrepancies, common sen se
is used toselect the most reliable source.
The Internet, which recently is accessible at the University of Dar es Salaam, is surfed
to obtain up-to-date information.

1.2.2

Research area 2

Current state ofaffairs regarding telecommunications in Tanzania.

•

Operational definitions
The present structure of the Tanzanian telecommunication market comprises the
various operators which offer telephone service (speech and data) in Tanzania.

•

Research instrument and method of data collection
The main souree of information for this area has been -z~_I@:y!Q_\is~~ifuiiY of the
Tanzanian telecommunication sector [Stu97J. The sector study (ON165) is part ofthe
M.Sc. course in Technological Development Science. It provides a review of a sector
in a standard format for comparative purposes. Main sourees of information for this
study were: Carl Bro consulting papers, ITU and World Bank.
Additional information and data is gathered by jÛÎstiUCtiifednrte~ with
employees from Mobitel, ACG, and Nepostel (Dutch têlecûmmunication cons~ltant).
These interviews provided a lot of operator specific information. The advantage of
an unstructured interview is that the topics of conversation are not specified in
advance. Therefore, the interviewed person is able to put forward topics that are
unknown to the interviewer but can be vexy important for the research.

1.2.3

Research area 3

Mobitel's possibilities for providing mobile telecommunications in Tanzania.

This area has been split up into four sub areas:

0

Company profile:
Operational defmitions
The general characteristics of Mobitel have been used to draw up a company
profile. The purpose ofthis profile is to learn about the company Mobitel. Guideline
for the company profile is a measuring instrument for research and evaluation of
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industrial organisations in developing countries, as described by Gaillard [Gai92J.
Since this model is too comprehensive for the purpose in mind, only a few variables
of this model, the basic characteristics and the organisational structure, are selected.
•

Research instruments and method of data collection
The ~.t!S~.. M~ontained almost all the necessary information (annual
reports, monthly reports and data sheets). Additional information is supplied by
Mobitel' s staff. They also could verify and confrrm the written data.

of..

0

Technical profile:

•

Operational defmitions
The technica! characteristics of Mobitel are described by means of a technica}
profile. This profile includes the following topics:
cellular system description,
i.e. characteristics ofthe DYNA T.A.C.™ cellular system as used by
Mobitel.
network configuration,
i.e. features ofthe base stations and microwave links.
network performance,
i.e. number of successful calls, origin of calls.
coverage area determination,
i.e. method to calculate the outline of the area in which Mobitel services
can he provided.

•

Research instrument and method of data collection
The cellular system description has been taken from the DYNA T.A.C.™
iil.~Q!laLn@mal. This manual provided both general and system specific

itûormation. The switch engineers at Mobitel provided the most up-to-date features
ofthe dectronie mobile exchange (EMX).
The features of the base stations and microwave links in the present network
configuration has been obtained by i12terviewing Mobitel engineers and by reading
system manuals. The exact position of the
has been checked with the
help of a Glob~l Positioning System (GPS).

hiîse-statlons

The dectronie mobile exchange (EMX) produces daily and monthly performance
reports. These reports provided the data for tb~ network perforumnee ana:Iysis:1
'

~-···"

-·-' -~-- .. -.~---·~-~--------~-~- ------·-~----···----~"·~-_.......

Electromagnetic wave propagation theory is essential to formulate a model to
calculate the coverage area. This theory is extensively described in the literature. The
Hata model for the prediction of path loss has been used for the determination of the
coverage area outline.
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Mobitel's customers:

•

Operational definitions
A Mobitel customer is, in this report, described in two ways. At frrst he is presented
by a customer profile, secondly by his own opinion regarding the current and future
infrastructure. The main items for the customer profile are: age, gender, religion,
monthly income, first acquaintance, and reason to become a dient. Also induded are
relations between these variables. The subjects for the opinion setting are:
performance customer service, billing items, and future expansion of the
infrastructure.
Population and research units
The population for this research are all customers of Mobitel .All customers are
gathered in five billing rounds, the administrative framework. The customers can be
private persons as well as companies. The persons who use the mobile are the
research units.
Research design and data collection metbod
The survey is a research design which, most of the time, involves a great number of
research units and features. The features refer to opinions, motives, attitude or
personal characteristics. For this research area, a survey is very suitable to make a
customer profile (a lot characteristics) and to examine his opinion regarding the
current and future infrastructure.
Common data colleerion methods for a survey are the oral or written interviews. The
Mobitel customers are easily reached by mail. The monthly bill is also send by mail.
This is the reason we have send the questionnaire by mail, attached to the monthly
bill. Disadvantage of mail questionnaires is the non-response. The 'problem' of nonresponse is discussed in the sample procedure.
Five questions out of the questionnaire were open questions. It is hard to forecast
what customers answer when asked about future expansion of the service and
infrastructure. Another point is that it can be refreshing to use the dient's open mind
to find new directions to improve the network.

The questionnaire consists of seven pages, preeerled by an introduetion by the general
manager. People take a questionnaire more serious when the general manager is
supporting it. On average, it takes the customer twenty minutes to fill out the form.
Different versions ofthe questionnaire were tested among the employees ofMobitel.
A few questions were modified to make them easier to understand.
•

Sample procedure
In two different rounds of five hundred each, the questionnaires were distributed
together with the monthly bills. The Mobitel billing rounds consist of five different
groups based on customer identification numbers. Billing rounds number one and
two contain the customer identification numbers from one up to 1140, randomly
placed in this range. The third billing round runs from 1141 to 2522, the fourth from
2523 to 4630. The remainders and the latest customers are placed in the fifth group.
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lt was the intention to distribute the questionnaire among the customers of billing
round one and three. This methad makes it possible to repeat, if necessary, the survey
for other billing rounds than one and two. A thousand customers received a
questionnaire with a response envelope and stamps. The billing assistant randornly
attached a questionnaire to a hili, as instructed. The frrst five hundred were
distributed on the 21 th of June, the secoud part on the third of July.
Out of one thousand distributed questionnaires 176 are retumed. Due to wrong
information the thousand questionnaires have been distributed among customers of
the first four billing rounds and not only among round one and three, as promised.
An unintended advantage is that the sample is more representative for Mobitel's
customers than when only two billing rounds were used.
After two interim reports, discussions with the Mobitel staff and the University
academie staff, we decided not to send another 500 questionnaires. The answers
given in the questionnaires were very much corresponding with the expected results.
It would not he expected that another 500 questionnaires would give different
outcomes.
The main variables agreeing with the expectations of the staff are: majority of male
customers (88%), and more Christian clients than expected from Tanzanian religion
division (47% instead of33%).
Another indication for the quality of the sample is the distribution of responses
related to the year of application. The figures can he found in table 1.1

Year of application

frequency

percentage

1994

22

13

1995

102

58

1996

51

29

Table 1.1

YEAR OF APPLICATION

In September 1994 Mobitel started its operation. So, it was active for four months in
1994. The period benveen September 1994 and July 1996 (start ofthe contribution
ofthe questionnaires) covers 22 months. The quotient 4/22 equals 18%. Year 1995
(12 months) is than 55% and 1996 (6 months) 27%. This closely fits with the results
obtained with the questionnaire. In other words: the number of clients who retumed
the questionnaire has the same proportion as the months per year in the survey.

Although almast 20% of the customers in the sample reacted, 80% did not. Can one
expect that this group did influence the results presented in chapter 4 if they had
reacted? We expect, frrst of all, that quite a lot of questionnaires never reached the
customer. This is due to the bad quality of the postal services. Secondly, the
questionnaires are still being received at Mobitel's office, unfortunately, the survey
is already stopped.
With the quality ofthe sample and the reasans given above, we expect that the nonresponse does not influence the quality of the data and the outcome presented in
chapter 4.
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•

Method of data analysis
Most of the data obtained from the questionnaires is quantitative. This kind of data
is suitable for analysis with a statistica! programme. SPSS PC version 4 has been
used to perform the computations. The Pearson's chi-square test is used to
investigate the dependenee of variables. The test is described in paragraph 4.3.1.

0

Potential customers

•

Operational definition
The main items descrihing the potential customers for Mobitel, in this research, are:
gender, religion, telephone subscription, and acquaintance with Mobitel.

•

Population and research units
Mobitel is interested in the potential customers for the next two or three years. lt is
not realistic to expect that all Tanzanian citizens can afford a mobile (within three
years). This research focuses on three types of persons who eventually, at least more
than average, have the opportunity to purebase a mobile. The types of persons are:
officials workingat ministries, staffteaching at the University, or businessmen being
around business areas. These are the research units.
There are, of course, several business eentres in Dar es Salaam. After discussions
with the Mobitel staff and the University academie staff we decided to take Samora
Avenue and Namanga shopping centre as business areas for this research.
It is important to know if we really reached this group. This subject will be dealt with
in subparagraph 'sample procedure'.

•

Research design and data collection method
Again, this research seeks for opinions, attitudes, and motives. A survey is still an
appropriate research design to exarnine the public opinion concerning Mobitel. To
obtain this information, st.mctt!J~.Q street inte~ are carried out.
Because there are many possibilitie;·in teleë;~unications usage the questionnaire
is complicated to fill out. It is possible one has to jump from a question to another,
skipping the in between questions. This is the reason why we decided to make use of
a Swahili speaking interviewer, instead of leaving the potential customer to fill out
his own paper.
After two full weeks of interviewing, 197 workable questionnaires were received.

•

Sample procedure
As stated before the research units can be found on Samora Avenue, Namanga
shopping centre, at ministries, and at the campus of the University of Dar es Salaam.
The interviewer walks around and randomly interviews people. It is for sure that not
all interviewed people have the opportunity to become a Mobitel elient within three
years. Still those persons are interesting because of their knowledge of Mobitel.
Nevertheless, the here described sampling procedure succeeded in finding a group of
people who, more than average, could be potential customers.
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There are four variables which indicate this: status ofthe company, teledensity, fax
usage, and computer access.
Status ofthe company

Working in for the central government or in a parastatal company are 104
interviewed persons. This is 53%. According to [Tan97J 'agriculture, forestry, and
fishing are the main sourees of employment in Tanzania'.
Largest group employees are workingin 'community, social, or personal service'
sector (66 persons, which is 34%). Teachers at the University elivide themselves in
the 'community service' group.
Teledensity

Indicator for this variabie is the number oftelephones per 100 inhabitants. Ofthe
interviewed people 45% possesses a telephone (see table 4.32 ). The teledensity in
Tanzania is 0.3.
Faxusage

48 persons (24%) state to use a fax. Without knowing the absolute figures, it seems
reasonable to assume that this figure is higher than the country's average.
Computer access

More than half the number of respondents ( 124) has access to a computer.
It is now interesting to know how many respondents are mentioned in one or more
variables. This are 430 persons. Seeing this figure, it seems reasonable to assume that
the sample procedure succeeded in tracing the research units.
As stated before 197 questionnaires were workable. Around 30 persons refused to
cooperate. The main reason was that they wanted to he paid to give information. The
15% non-response is so small that it will not substantially influence the results
presented in paragraph 4.4.
Metbod of data analysis
Most of the data obtained from the questionnaires is quantitative. This kind of data
is suitable for analysis with a statistica} programme. SPSS PC version 4 has been
used to perform the, in general straightforward, computations.
1.2.4

Research area 4

Feasibility ofimptementing (Mobitel) pay-phones in rural villages around Dar es
Salaam

•

Operational defmitions
Personal profile
characteristics of the interviewed person. Five homogeneaus concepts for the
personal profile are: age, gender, highest received education, monthly income
and occuoation.
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Telephone access
possibility to communicate with the help of a telephone. Possibility of access,
type of access, and charges of access are the homogeneous concepts.
Telephone usage
features of current or imaginary telephone traffic. The five homogeneous
concepts are: number of calls, call purpose, call destination, call duration and
point of time of the call.
Alternative means of communication
imaginary way of communication in case of absence of a telephone or the
present way of communicating when having access to a telephone. Type,
reason of use, frequency, point of time, and costs are here the homogeneous
concepts of alternative means of communication.
Six types of constraints on telephone usage are distinguished, all divided into
concepts if necessary.
Pay-phone location
physicallocation of the pay-phone within a village. Spot characteristics and
maximum travel distance are the homogeneous concepts.
Pay-phone type
stand alone or pubtic call office (PCo). Concepts are: importance of emergency
calls, demand for extra services, influence of an operator, availability, message
relay, expcrience \vith telephones, spot characteristics, method of payment, and
needed privacy.
Direct call costs
amount of money in Tanzanian shilling one has to pay to use a pay-phone. Per
minute call charge and discounting method are the homogeneous concepts.
Indirect call costs
amount of money in Tanzanian shilling necessary to make a phone call minus
the direct eaU costs. The four concepts are: willingness to pay for initia}
investment, discounting method for initial investment, costs of travelling to the
pay-phone, and time needed to travel to the pay-phone.
Waiting time
time in minutes one has to wait in a queue until the pay-phone is available.
This is a homogeneous concept.
Attitude towards the importance of telephones
to what e>..ient people think telephone services are importantintheir life. Four
concept are: personal-, business-, village-, and national value.
The given definitions point out that the measured variables are very complicated. Not
all homogeneous concepts of a heterogeneous concept are presented. The mentioned
homogeneous concepts are only described by the main concepts, according to the
literature study in paragraph 5.1. The main limitation is the time needed to fill out the
questionnaire, which will be the data collection method. The longer the questionnaire,
the less enthusiastic the respondent will be to fill out the paper completely.
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Population
The population in this research cornprises all inhabitants older than 14 years of age,
ofrural villages in the Dar es Salaam and Coast region, within the coverage area of
Mobitel 's current network.
Research design and data collection method
Research on 'telecommunication to the rural areas' has been carried out often. Many
researchers as well at universities as in private companies are engaged with rural
telecommunication. It is wise to use literature to prepare this research area. There are
also conferences dealing with this subject. One ofthem, Africon '96 (Stellenbosch,
South Africa, 24-27 September 1996) was visited by the authors. This conference
was organised to give researchers in Africa the opportunity to exchanges ideas on
telecommunications, for example on rural telecommunication.
The literature study and the conference have been used to seek for constraints that are
important for our research. This did not result in a theory because the situation in
Tanzania, orbetter Mobitel, is unique. Mobitel is limited by the restrictions given by
the government of Tanzaniaandis limited by the possibilities ofthe current network,
placed around Dar es Salaam.
A survey is used as research design to carry out this research area, following the
literature study. Reason is that this design is suited to investigate knowledge,
attitudes, and opinions. Method of data colteetion will be a structured oral interview.
Since the requested information is known and hence the answers to.the qiiesfióri!fêan
he more or less expected, a structured interview is preferred. Oral interviews have the
advantage of a greater response and the ability to clarify subjects ifnecessary. The
villagers, in genera!, do not speak English, so translaters have been used. The
translaters were employees from Mobitel which includes that they can explain vel)'
well the items discussed in the questionnaire, and can give recommendations for this
research.
lt is expected that the inhabitants ofthe villages never had seen a pay-phone before,
or a telephone card. So, the Tanzanian researches carried a picture of a pay-phone,
and had a telephone card at hand.
The first village was used as a test case for the questionnaire and the research design.
This test yielded improvements for both. In the first draft of the questionnaire there
was made a distinction between private and business usage of the pay-phone. This
distinction was not clear to most of the inhabitants and for that reason joined in
'general usage'.
The design was meant to interview one person at a time. But the research team
attracted a lot of attention, so group discussions conceming telecommunication in the
villages, were unavoidable. This approach madé it important to select people who did
not already join a discussion group.
Sample procedure
Due to time and cost constraints it has not been possible to investigate the whole
population. Therefore , a sample had to he drawn. Since there is no administrative
register of the population available, it is necessary to draw a selective sample in
different stages. First of all rural villages are picked. This has been done with the help
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of the Mobitel staff and Sensa88 5 The village researchers are dropped along four
routes in a village indicated by Sensa88 as rural. In tigure 1.2 the four routes are
given, and the visited villages are numberedo
0

The seven villages are:

•

Indian
Ocean

3

1. Bunju 'B'
20 Bunju 'A'
30 Kwembe
40 Pugu Kajiungeni
50 Kisarawe
60 Kongowe
70 Chamazi

•

Dar es Salaarn &
Coast region

4

•

The four routes are:

5

•

Figure 1.2

6

•

A. Bagamoyo road
B. Morogoro road
Co Puguroad
Do Kilwa road

7

•

VISITED RURAL VILLAGES

Secondly, the respondents in the villages had to be choseno According to local
Mobitel staff and with some common sense it can be expected that the more average
educated villagers are the (first) main users ofthe pay-phoneso Two quotations will
make this more acceptableo 'Residential telephones also allow the relatively skilied
people in rural areas to keep in touch with friends and familyooo' [Sau94]o 'oothe well
educated memhers were strongly representedo 00' [Cla90]o
0000

The selection of those 'more than average educated villagers' can be done by
approaching shopkeepers, village leaders, teachers, and medica} staff. Table 1.2
indicates that this intention was realisedo

sample
[%]

Dar es
Salaam
region [%]

Coast
region
[%]

BunjuB

3

22

56

Kisarawe

67

59

42

Kongowe

20

14

I

Chamazi

10

5

1

Highest received education

Table 1.2

HIGHEST RECEIVED EDUCATION

Sensa88 is a population census carried out in 1988 in Tanzania by the Tanzanian
go verrunent
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The sample procedure yielded 120 filled out questionnaires. The distribution among the
different villages is presented in table 1.3.

Name ofvisited village

frequency

percentage

BunjuB

17

14.2

BunjuA

13

10.8

Kwembe

8

6.7

Pugu Kajiungeni

21

17.5

Kisarawe

22

18.3

Kongowe

15

12.5

Chamazi

24

20.0

Table 1.3

•

NAME OF VISITED VILLAGES

Method of data analysis
Again SPSS PC has been used to analyse the obtained data. The outcome ofthose
analysis has been discussed with the translators of Mobitel, who actually talked to the
respondents.

1.3

Structure of the report
The structure of this report logically results from the research areas which were described
in paragraph 1.1. Research area 1,2,3,4 are described in chapter 2,3,4,5 respectively. The
contents gradually descends from macrotoa micro level (Developing countries, Tanzania,
MIC in Tanzania, Mobitel in the rural areas).
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Chapter 2

Telecommunication technologies for developing countries

0

ver the last several years many new telecommunication technologies have been
introduced into the worldwide marketplace. Innovations, especially in microwave,
satellite, and fibre-optic systems, have dramatically reduced their unit cost. Technological
change has opened the way for a wide range of developing networks. Since developing
countries, in genera!, lack a reasonable telecommunication infrastructure, it seems rather
tempting to suggest that they are capable of independently defining and selecting the kind
of telecommunication technology for their future development. The latest technology can
be brought into action, thereby skipping steps in the traditional path of network
development and consequently narrowing the gap with the developed world. However, this
process of leap frogging is not as easy as it seems.
This chapter assesses the appropriateness of different telecommunication technologies for
developing countries, and rural areas in particular. The emphasis on rural areas sterns from
the fact that on average6 72 percent of the people in developing countries live in rural areas 7
[Wor96J. These areas, compared to urban areas, not only have an underdeveloped
telecommunication infrastructure but also other sectors fall bebind. The gap between the
telephone density in rural and urban areas is clearly shown in table 2.1.

Urban
teledensity

Ru ral
teledensity

Overall
teledensity

lowincome

5.20

0.75

0.90

low middle income

19.03

6.76

8.12

upper middle income

21.91

10.56

12.86

high income

51.74

48.47

48.79

Country classification

Table 2.1

TELE(PHONE) DENSITIES AROUND 1HE WORLD

Source:

[ITU95]

It is obvious that there is a difference in telephone density between urban and rural areas.

Because most of a country's economie and social activities are carried out in the cities, little
differences can be expected. However, in developing countries these differences are much
higher than can be expected.
Since telecommunication is an essential tooi for socio-economie development8 it is very
important that rural areas are involved in national telecommunications planning in order to
raise the standard ofliving ofthose areas. However, rural telecommunications development
must not be considered as a stand alone project. The urban and rural networks must be fully
integrated into one system. In fact, planning for the rural must be included in the planning
of the urban network.

World Bank weighted average of 51 countries, classified as low income economies.
Note that national definitions ofthe term rural area eau be considerably different.
See also appendix B
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For instance, urban exchanges must be sized to cope with rural tronk lines and/or long lined
rural subscribers. Another very important point is the location of repeater sites on urban
microwave tronk routes and the size of shelters and power requirements to cope with the
rural expansion from these sites [Hop88J.
Before choosing an appropriate telecommunication technology for a particular area it is
necessary to formulate a number of prerequisites for the technology to be used. These
prerequisites arise from environmental constraints of the country in question. The next
paragraph reviews the most cited environmental constraints in developing countries. At the
end, a list ofprerequisites is given which is derived from these constraints.

2.1

Environmental constraints
A developing environment limits the expansion of telecommunication services in a number
of ways. According to [Bir8J], the problems of developing countries may be viewed from
three different angles: people, funds/govemment policy and the physical condition ofthe
country.

2.1.1

People

People can make or break the success of a telecommunication project. It is, therefore,
essential that sufficient research regarding the attitude of the population towards
telecommunication services is done [Dan92J. This research must not only cover the normal
issues such as type of service, number of services required, location of services, grade and
quality of services, but must also include issues such as disposable income of the population
and willingness to pay for the provision of services. It is essential that one accepts that these
attitudes cannot be generalised.
Another critical factor is the availability of sufficiently skilied persennel to maintain and
repair the system. Developing countries in general lack experienced technicians. The
technology used should therefore have the following characteristics [Die8J]:
•
•
•
•

modular construction for easy repair and maintenance activities,
high self diagnostic capabilities, remote control facilities and redundancy,
preferably unmanned operation,
minimum training requirements for maintenance interventions on site.

Besides this, it is an absolute necessity to trainlocal people in the maintenance andrepair
activities ofthe system. A faiture in this area will inevitably destroy the netwerk and will in
many cases result in the faiture of other projects that depend on the availability of good
communications.
The network can also be destroyed as a result of vandalism or theft. Administrations
throughout the world have found that copper cable, which has a high resale value and is
easy to steal, is a magnet for thieves [Pit96J. The stolen copper is mostly used to manufacture
native earrings and rings [Ess96J. This problem disecurages the use of copper wircline
technology. Vandalism occurs when it is perceived that the equipment is not serving the
needs ofthe population [Rob92]. Inferior speech quality, inability to operate the system, long
waiting times and dropped calls annoy people and - if it happens frequently - urges them to
damage or even destroy equipment. Theft as well as vandal proof equipment is highly
recommended, especially in rural areas.

Environmental constraints
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Funds/government policy

Funds are usually very limited. The provision ofhousing, water, medical care and education
assume a higher priority than telephones. Although of importance, a telephone service in
many cases is well down the list of essentials. Limited available funds are normally invested
in urban areas where the return on in vestment is much higher than in rural areas.
Telecommunication projects can be funded either by state, private corporations or
individuals themselves. The fmancial situation of government owned telecommunication
operators in general is too weak for an independently fmanced (capital intensive)
telecommunications project. Tools of assistance may be bilateral or multilateral fmancial aid
at low interest rates offered by national or international banks (e.g. World Bank). One major
problem with bilateral funds is that procurement is tied to donor countries. These countries
may not have the technology that is suitable for a particular application [Kay88J. Restricted
revenues from telephone traffic in rural areas are unattractive for the private investor.
Liberalisation of the telecommunication sector and the introduetion of favourable conditions
toenter the market will only partly solve this problem. Companies invest only where profit
is seen in a reasonably short time. However, governments have the possibility to enforce socalled 'universa! service obligations'. Private operators could be forccd to in vest, in addition
to thcir main activities, in less profitable (i.e. rural telecommunications) projects in order to
balance the development between rural and urban areas. This coupling of privatisation to
the subsidisation of uneconomical services will determine the willingness of the private
sector to beoome involved in rural service provision. The private investor should, therefore,
be acquainted with the government's policy regarding the investment elimate to prevent
unpleasant surprises and to maximally utilise bis possibilities.
In order togainas much as possible from rural telecommunications it is essential that the
technology used is low cost. Not only in terms of equipment costs but also in terms of
operation and maintcnance costs.
2.1.3

Physical conditions of a country

The physical conditions - a combination of topographic and climatological aspects - of a
country play an important part in the selection of a telecommunication technology.
The main topographic constraints are [CCI86J [Her87]:
•
•
•
•
•

scarcity of infrastructure,
scattered Iow density population,
terrain profile,
inaccessibility of an area.

Scarcity of infrastructure
The network infrastructure, either in place or under development, can significantly dictate
the optima! access scheme [MPR96J. In very remote areas, the Iack of nearby network
exchange increases the access problem. The nearest network exchange can be several
hundreds of kilometres away. This drives up costs significantly. The existence of limited
bandwidth analogue networks and outdated technology (e.g. electromechanical switching)
also prohibit the expansion oftelecommunication systems [Ess96J.
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Especially in rural areas, the absence of dectricity creates the need to look for alternative
sourees of energy. Diesel, solar, wind, water or biogas powered generators (also hybrid
systems) are available today. Batteries are used to store energy which can be used in case
of absence ofthe system's 'drive' (wind, solar etc.). The telecommunication equipment
should have extremely low energy consumption in order to be ran by primary power sources.
An efficient transport system significantly reduces the costs of implcmenting and
maintaining a telecommunication infrastructure. The inaccessibility of an area due to
seasonal roads could delay the build up of a network and prohibit maintenance activities.
•

Scattered low density population
The population density of a given area is a measure for the potential subscriber density.
Subscriber density, an important parameter, is defmed as the average number of subscribers
per unit area [MPR96J. Rural areas, in most cases, contain a certain number of small
population density zones like villages or small towns. Distribution of zones in the rural area
dcpends on various factors such as geographical and administrative conditions [Iko83J.
Solutions optimised for higher density rural applications, with greater than ten subscribers
per square kilometre are often not cost effective in areas where subscriber densities are less
than one.
Terrain profile
A telecommunication technology which suits every type of terrain in an optimum way has
still to be invented. Different terrain features like hills, mountains, forests, jungles and flat
land require different technologies. lt is essential that the telecommunication network
planner has the best set of survey maps at his or her disposal.

•

Inaccessibility of the area
Cultivated land, private and prohibited areas could restriet the expansion possibilities of a
telecommunication network. This especially applies to \vireline networks. Trunk routes
which are used to conneet exchanges might have to be re-designed (i.e. higher costs) in order
to avoid the inaccessible areas. The use of a terrestrial radio system (in case the area is not
too big) or a satellite systems can eliminate this problem.

The main climatological constraints are
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

[Her87]:

extreme temperature,
typical seasonal weathers,
thunderstorms and lightning,
earthquakes,
dust,
humidity,
avalanches,
snow and ice.

The climatological constraints have to be identified for each particular area in order to defme
the term "weather proof' for the equipment to be used in that area.
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Summary of prerequisites

The previous paragraphs indicated a number of probieros of developing countries regarding
telecommunications. It is clear that the telecommunication planning engineer faces at lot of
constraints when selecting the appropriate technology for a particular area. The constraints
are country specific and sometimes even area specific. Therefore, it is not possible to draw
up a complete universa! list of prerequisites. There are, however, a few essential design
parameters for the components of (rural) telecommunication networks in developing
countries. These are:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

extremely low energy consumption in order to be able to run the equipment by
primary power supply sources,
operation of equipment without active cooling systems as there may be no
(permanent) public power supply,
modular construction principles of equipment for simplified maintenance and
repair activities. Moreover, modular construction enables easy expansion of
a system to satisfy future demand,
high self diagnostic capabilities, remote supervision and control facilities as
wellas redundancy,
equipment which requires minimum training for technicians for the necessary
maintenancc interventions on site,
unmanned operation of plants,
theft and vandal proof,
low cost,
insensitive to weather conditions for that particular area.

Together with a solid market research, an examination of the telecommunication investment
elimate and a proper training program, any technology that complies with the above
mentioned parameters should be successful in that area. In the next paragraph, a review is
given oftoday's available telecommunication technologies.

2.2

Telecommunication technologies
Telecommunication technologies abound! Many of the new technologies have primarily
been developed to serve urban areas. However, more and more companies develop a strategy
for improving telecommunication in rural areas. As a result, a myriad of technological
solutions to provide telephone service in both rural and urban areas are available today. The
'best' solution fora particular environment depends on many factors, as described in the
previous paragraph.
Despite the rapid growth of data transmission, facsimile and other services, most of the
telecommunication trafflc still originates from the telephone. Telecommunication
technologies which can provide telephone service are therefore favoured in this discussion.
Besides, once a telephone is provided the same channel can be used to provide other
serv1ces.
The following paragraphs review today's available telecommunication technologies. Three
main groups are distinguished: wireline, terrestrial wireless and satellite technology.
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2.2.1

Wireline technology

In a wircline system, the user interface to the communication system involves a physical
conneetion via a ftxed transmission medium [Bro95J. This transmission medium may be in the
form of pairs of copper wire, coaxial cable, or ftbre optie cable. The type of medium used
presents some fundamental limitations on the bandwidth, and hence the type of
telecommunication services (voice, data, etc.), that can be supported. In genera!, systems
using fibre optie cable can support the largest bandwidth, coaxial cabled systems can
support the next largest bandwidth, and copper wired systems can support the smallest
bandwidth.
Wircline comes into prominenee at densities higher than 200 subscribers per square
kilometre and may also be the best option when connecting business communities even at
lower densities [Ess96J.
Hybrid line systems utilise both optical fibre systems and metallic cables between the
exchanges and the subscriber (i.e. the subscriber loop). Optical fibre systems offer several
advantages in the higher density parts of the access network close to the local exchange as
well as between a major exchange and a remote subscriber unit [Car95J. Optical fibre
repcaters can be spaeed at 50 km or more compared with 10 km for coaxial cables [Sau94J.
The transmission quality of optie ftbre is superior to other line systems and cables are
insensitive to interference from e.g. lightning and man-made electromagnetic distortions.
They can, therefore, be installed at low cost on existing power transmission lines and along
electrifled rail tracks. Driven by all these advantages, optical fibre technology is gradually
replacing copper wires and cables throughout telecommunications networks.
The cost ofinstalling copper wircline averages US$ 1,000 per subscriber in 1995 [Ess96J. In
rural areas it is common to have costs that range from US$ 3,000 to US$ 6,000 per
subscriber9 [Cal92J. The costof optical cableis similar [Sau94J.
A common way of reducing the costs of providing telephone service to rural areas is the
party line [Zeh92J [Bro95J. This service has the advantage that only one physical carrier is
needed to provide service to a group of, normally around ten, people. A disadvantage,
however, is that if one user is busy none of the other parties can use the system.
Rural networks have used conventional wircline with some degree of success [MPR96J. This
applies particularly if wircline is deployed for short distances from rural exchanges up to a
fcw kilometres. Locallabom and matcrials reduce the overall distribution costs. Difficulties
do arise, however, in maintaining rural wircline systems, as in certain areas theft and
vandalism are creating significant problems10• Wircline will continue to be an alternative for
the subscriber loop, although new wireless systems are becoming increasingly attractive,
even for short distances approaching onc kilometre.

The authors do not indicate the length ofthe loop but the average length ofurban loops will
not exceed a few kilometres. Ruralloop lengtbs will be in the order of20 or more
kilometres.
10

For example, the Tanzanian Telecommunications Company Limited (TICL) has been loosing
millions of shillings due to theft of copper wire used in trunk routes, particularly in the rural
areas [Con96).
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Terrestrial wireless technology

Terrestrial wireless technology or subscriber oriented radio technology is becoming an
attractive alternative for the provision of teleconununication services in both urban and rural
areas. Aside from the flexibility advantages and very fast roU out times they also offer better
reliability and simpler maintenance than cabled networks [BMI95J. Wireless systems are also
inunune totheft ('it is no use stealing air'). Another great advantage of wireless telephone
access is that costs associated with access for a nearby subscriber (e.g. within a few
kilometres from the local exchange) and a far away subscriber (e.g. more than 30 km) are
comparable [Bro95J. Since distance is an important obstacle in rural areas, wireless telephone
access may provide some cost-effective solutions in these areas.
The costs ofwireless localloop systems decreased from about US$ 5,000 per subscriber in
1985 to between US$ 500 [Ess96J and US$ 1,500 [BMI95J per subscriber in 1995.
While more expensive than traditional telephone systems, stand alone solutions available
to individual organisations are becoming cheaper- about US$ 2,000 for the High Frequency
(HF) or Ultra High Frequency (UHF) transceiver. However, these systems do not provide
access to the public telephone network and hence their application is limited. Another
disadvantage is that the conversatien can easily he eavesdropped.
At this point, this paragraph only acknowledges that stand alone systems exist and that they
can he useful in specific situations but widespread use is not viable.
All radio based wireless systems require allocation of a fmite (limited) resource; frequency
spectrum. Efficient use of this resource is an important parameter that directly impacts
equipment performance, complexity, costs and system viability. There are several techniques
for the deptoyment ofwireless conununications. Since it is impossible to list them all, a few
major groupings will he discussed.

•

Point-to-point radio
Point-to-point radio systems offer one to several hundreds of channels. An example of a
point-to-point system is the cordless telephone. In this system the user's telephone has a
wireless conneetion to the public network (PS1N). Cordless phones with two lines operating
over up to 50 km line-of-sight toa base station are now available for less than US$ 5,000
[BMI95J. The price of similar single line systems is less than US$ 2,000 [Sen96J.
Point-to-point solutions correctly deployed remain a very useful means for the provision of
services where the demand for services is relatively low [Dan92J.

•

Point-to-multipoint radio
Point-to-multipoint systems consist of a central station and a number of distributed
outstations linked by line-of-sight paths using VHF!uHF radio links [Mne92J. The central
station is normally located near a telephone exchange (conneetion to PS1N).
Depending on the terrain and elirnatic conditions, the multipoint systems have a typical
range of up to 30 km [Jam90J. In order to overcome line-of-sight path obstructions or extend
the coverage area, it is possible to use repeater stations.
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Point-to-multipoint systems are suitable in areas where the demand is large but the locations
ofthe services are scattered and fixed. The system may be analogue or digital and the access
may be FOMA, TOMA or COMA11 .
South Africa's Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) has developed the
specifications for a range of very cheap point-to-multi point rural radio systems using COMA
which have a range of up to 30 km. The entire instaflation cost per 'line' is expected to be
less than US$ 300 for the 10 km version [BMI95J.

•

Mobile (cellular) radio
Mobile (cellular) radio technologies such as GSM, TACS, and others offer exciting
possibilities where the demand for mobile services and fixed services exist. The costs of the
infrastructure are high and will generally only be viabie where the demand for services is
high. TDMA based cellular systems, like GSM, require a minimum subscriber base of at least
15,000 12 , which makes them inappropriate for small town or villages [Dan92J. In these
situations, cheaper analogue or COMA systems are likely to be used - especially when the
equipment is available second hand from service providers in the developed countries
upgrading their network.
Mobile (cellular) radio technologies are complex and require highly skilied personnel for the
planning, instanation and maintenance of such systems. The costs of terminal equipment
could also limit their suitability for thc provision of services in rural areas.

•

Fixed mobile radio
Fixed mobile systems using the same technology as e.g. GSM are becoming available. These
systems offer the flexibility of wireless distribution without the complexity of the full (GSM)
type of system (more on this later). Such systems are extremely suited for the majority of
communities that require services in a fixed coverage area. The systems are modular,
expandable and can bc deployed rapidly.

It should be noted that mobile (cellular) radio systems also can offer fixed services.
However, the costs brought about are higher than for true fixed mobile radio systems.

It is expected that radio based systems will become vital in developing countries. They can
bypass old local exchanges which may be unrcliable, subject to poor line quality, or
saturated and unable to take on new subscribers. In these situations, links can be made
directly to improved switches with ample capacity.

11

An explanation ofthe terms FDMA, IDMA and CDMAis given in appendix G.

12

The author does not indicate the size of the village or the number of base stations. It is
assumed that this value is an average.
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Satellite technology

Satellite systems, in actdition to the international telecommunications for which they were
designed initially, now provide a variety of cost-effective solutions to dornestic long-distance
communications in a growing number of developing countries [Sau94J. The unit cost of
transmission by satellite has decreased remarkably, mainly because the capacities of
satellites have increased. In real terms, the price for leasing international circuits from
INTELSAT dropped three-fourths every ten years. The price of a full-size earth station with
30-metre antennae has remained roughly unchanged in current dollars - approximately US$
4,000,000 - which reflects a further reduction in real price of about one-third every ten
years. The increasing power of modem satellites has also allowed "low-cost", small earth
stations. VSAT (Very Small Aperture Terminal) antennae that are 0.6 metrein diameter are
now being used by small users for the transmission and reception of voice and data. For the
time being, wide spread use of this flexible technology is restricted by high prices [Car95J.
Also satellite systems basedon Single Channel Per Carrier (scPc) and Multiple Channel Per
Carrier (MCPC) are still expensive compared with terrestrial systems.
A satellite system can be installed relatively rapidly in about two to three years from a
decision to proceed13, whereas implcmenting a terrestrial wireline network with a similar
coverage can take a decade or more [Mne87J. Once a system is put into use, services can be
provided to any new receiving station in a very short time.
The 'satellite telephone in a briefcase', introduced by INMARSAT, and theevolving mobile
telcphone servicebasedon multiple low orbital satellites (e.g. IRIDIUM) provide very flexible
and effective technological solutions for remote rural communities [Car95J. Most barriers to
present and future utilisation of these technologies can be found in current
telecommunication policies and acts, which preserve the provision of basic services to the
usually govemment owned monopoly provider of telecommunication services. While
currently available equipment costs can be high 14, the acquisition of such equipment on a
co-operative basis can spread the costs among a community or interest group.
Satellite communications can play a significant part in providing rural communications. For
example, it can provide rural coverage without the need for a terrestrial infrastructure.
However, the solution is in general more expensive than terrestrial wireless technology, and
would be applicable only to well-off subscribers. In actdition the operator would have to
consicter the penalty of outflow of hard currency to the international satellite operators.

Numerous other solutions, are available to the planner with an open and inquiring mind.
They only need dedication to identify and apply them in suitable areas.

13

The vice-president of Direct Broadcast Communications Systems claims in [l\I"RC97] that
they are going to reduce this period to 18 months and later on to 12 months.

14

E.g. the initial costs fora briefcase INMARSAT 'M' satellite te1ephone terminal are
approximate1y US$13,500 without conneetion charges (US$ 5,000) and pre-paid call
~1...
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2.3

Assessment of appropriate
developing countries

telecommunication

technologies

for

Selecting an appropriate technology for a particular environment is not an easy task. An
assessment of all the available solutions would require a detailed study on prices, services
and pros and cons of each system. The intention of this paragraph is to give a frrst insight
in how to - roughly - select a kind of technology instead of how to select a specific kind of
system. The frrst questions will be: "is it more appropriate to use wireless or wired
technology?". In case wireless technology is chosen, the next question would be: "should
it be a fixed or mobile system?". Both questions will be answered in the next paragraphs.
2.3.1

Ta wire ar nat to wire?

One of the advantages of wireless networks, as compared to wired networks, is the
flexibility of time ofthe investment ofthe operator [Car95J. At the one hand, a wired network
has manyup-front costs, such as buildings, laying of cables etc. The wireless system, on the
other hand, has a much lower cost for the installation of the first subscriber. This is
illustrated in figure 2.1. It shows the relatively small radio investment, which closely can
match subscriber growth as well as the possibilities of re-deployment of radio equipment,
if the number of subscriber would decline.
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Figure 2.1

WIRELINE AND WIRELESS VS. INVESTMENT COSTS

Source: (Bro95]

Another important factor that influences the choice between a wired and wireless solution
is the distance from the exchange to the potential subscribers (figure 2.2) .
... ...
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Figure 2.2

WIRELINE AND WIRELESS VS. DISTANCE

Source: [Pit96]
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Figure 2.2 shows that with an increasing distance between the exchange and the subscnber,
wireless solutions are becoming more suitable. Important to noteis that the break-even point
depends on many factors. Furthermore, it is not realistic that the cost per wireless line is
completely independent of distance.
The relation between the number of subsenhers and the cost per subsenher is given in tigure
2.3. Again, it is important to note that the actual break-even point and the actual cost depend
on many factors.
cost
per
subscriber
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Figure 2.3

WIRELil'.'E AND WIRELESS VS. Nillv!BER OF SUBSCRIBERS

Source: [Bro95]

According to tigure 2.3, wircline tcchnology is suitable if many subsenhers have to he
connected. Many subscribers are found in urban areas and business centres.
Wircless systems can he installed in a very short time. An entire town can he put into service
in just three months [Pit96J. This would he impossible with copper lines. The fast roll out
time favours the wircless systems for providing telecommunication service where the need
for telecommunication is high, like business eentres. lf, for any reason, the wireless system
does not proves its utility it can easily he redeployed in another area. If, after a penod of
time, the systems proves to he effective, it can he replaced by a wircline systcm in order to
relieve the frequency spectrum and/or to increase capacity.
Given the facts that funds for rural telecommunication projects are usually limited
(paragraph 2.1.1 ), the distance between the exchange and the subsenher in a rural area is
large, and the number of rural subsenhers is low, wireless technology seems to he an
appropriate solution for rural areas. Due to the fast roll out time and flexibility, wireless
systems are also an attractive solution for urban areas. Specitic characteristics of these
systems of course have to comply with the prerequisites mentioncd in paragraph 2.1. 4.
Wireless technology has been pointed out as being appropriate for deptoyment in both urban
and rural areas. The next question to he answered is whether to use a tixed or a mobile
system.

2.3.2

Fixed or mobile?

A great advantage of mobile services is of course mobility. You can call or he called at any
time and any place (provided that you are within the coverage area). But, mobile services
are costly and will serve, for the time being, the (urban) elite rather than the masses of the
developing world.
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Another option would be to use a fixed wireless system. Fixed wireless technology is often
mentioned as the solution for providing telecornrnunication services in developing countries
[Pit96][Bui95)[Zeh92][Dan92J. Fixed wireless access products are cheaper than conventional
cellul ar products because of the following reasons [Pit96J:
•
•
•
•

there is no need for expensive electranies to deal with the Doppier effect
(caused by movement);
there is no need to cope with hand off problems;
they are designed for handling a far greater nurnber of lines;
because of the fixed locations of both the receiver and the transmitter,
directional antennae provide an extra gain for sirnplifying product design.

Another factor is its lower cost. This is due to the ability to serve a larger nurnber of
subscribers (more than four tirnes the density in conventional mobile cellular applications)
using simpter topology for cells and frequency re-use. In rural areas a single 'tower'
(frequency) can serve a large number of subscribers over a wide area.
The answer to the question whether to use fixed or mobile system obviously is "fixed". No
question about that. However, as mentioned in the introduetion ofthis chapter, both rural
and urban networks must be integrated if possible. Nowadays, more and more developing
countries (e.g. Tanzania, Bangladeshand Burundi [ITU95J) introduce cellular networks in
their urban areas. These mobile service networks can also benefit the rural areas. Fixed
cellular equipment can be used to conneet a distant subscriber to the cellular network. A
fixed directional antenna with more gain can he used to increase the system's coverage.
Although the fixed-cellular access is not the most cost effective solution to provide
telecornrnunication services in rural areas, it optirnally utilises an existing (urban) cellular
infrastructure.

2.3.3

Summary of conclusions

Wireless technology is put forward as being the most appropriate technology for developing
countries, especially in rural areas. lt is, however, important that the actual type of system
is chosen carefully to prevent disappointrnents. The main advantages of wireless technology
compared to wircline technology are: fast roli-out time, easy re-deployrnent and the relatively
low costs at large distances.
Fixed wireless technology is mentioned as the solution for providing telecornrnunication
services indeveloping countries. Although mobile (cellular) services are very expensive and
will not find widespread use in developing countries they can be used to provide both mobile
(urban areas) and fixed (rural areas) services thereby optirnally utilising the infrastructure.
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Chapter 3

Telecommunications in Tanzania

I

n 1967, Tanzania embarked on a policyofmassive nationalisation with the aim of putting
all means of production in the hands of the people (Ujamaa15). By 1984, around 400
government owned companies were in existence. There was, literally, a government
parastatal for everything.
By 1988, most of those companies were technically bankropt [BMI95J. The parastatals were
unable to generate own capital and depended on the govemment for operating and
development funds. With the exception of a few, most were making a loss and thus became
a big drain on theever decreasing national reserves. In 1993, the govemment of Tanzania
decided to get out of business. This was partly due to the fact that the govemment's
involvement in business had proved to he a disastrous failure, and partly due to pressure
from the IMF which provides loans conditionally.
Consequently, the song in Tanzania today is ")PRIVATE fl". The government intends to
privatise everything except social services. So far, telecommunications is being liberalised
only slowly because this sector is thought to be a politically sensitive one.
This chapter reviews the development of the Tanzanian telecommunication sector16•
Nowadays, the sector changes its course in order to improve the quality of
telecommunication services and to narrow the demand-supply gap. However, in spite of
determined efforts, it is unlikely that telecommunication services will he accessible to
everyone in the near future.

3.1

History
The development of a nationwide telephone network started after independenee of Tanzania
in 1962. Before that time, telephone facilities were only available in a few big cities. A
rough estimate of the working telephone line density states 0.05 working lines per 100
inhabitants in the period before independenee [Gör87J. During the period of the East African
Posts and Telecommunication which was operatedjointly by Tanzania, Kenya and Uganda,
the growth of the telephone network was relatively well with an average growth rate of
thirteen per cent per year during the period from 1967 to 1978 [Put96J. The telephone density
per 100 inhabitants increased to 0.42 17 in 1976 [Put96J. In 1978 the Tanzania Postal and
Telecommunication Corporation (TPTC) was formeel. TPTC had serious prob1ems to maintain
a steady growth rate of the telephone network mainly because of difficulties in securing
foreign exchange. Due to this fact the growth rate decreased by more than half.
Consequently, the telephone density dropped to around 0.20 in 1984 [ITU95J.

15

16

17

The development theories of Tanzania from 1963 to 1993 are comprehensively presented in
"The rise and tàll ofUjarnaa", written by P.M.Ekelmans, M.P.Cloo et al. for course OU241
(Development Theories).
A comprehensive description ofthe Tanzanian Telecommunication Sector is presented in
"Sector Study; Tanzanian Telecommunication Sector", written by B. Sturkenboom, P.
Ekelmans and M. Cloo for course ON165 (Sector Study).
We could not find a cross reference for this value. 0.42 seems relatively high given the steep
decline after 1978 (see figure 3.1).
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In the 1980s there was a marked deterioration in telecommunications infrastructure arising

from [Car95b]:
•
•
•

low priority of maintenance,
general economie decline,
the 1979/80 Uganda-Tanzania war,
deterioration in managerial capacity and efficiency.

As a result, in 1991, the Tanzanian telecommunication infrastructure could he characterised
by the following [Stu97][Put96]:
•
•
•
•
•

low teledensity of 0.3 per 100 inhabitants,
low supply oflines (76,370) with respect to the demand for lines (206,830). Only
37% of the demand was satisfied,
relatively small growth, 7%, of the telephone net\.vork,
many unsuccessful eaUs (50-75%) due to the small capacity of the network,
many faults due to inadequate maintenance of extemal line plant, exchanges and
transmission.

It was clear that serious changes were needed to prevent an even further deterioration of the
telecommunication infrastructure.

Figure 3.1 summarises the development in teledensity of the years 1962 to 2000. The
teledensities beyond 1995 are estimated and comply with the targets set by the Tanzanian
govemment (see also paragraph 3.2).
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TELEDENSITIES IN TANZANIA

1962-2000

A major step taken to realise changes was the split ofthe TPTC, effected in January 1994.
Three separate entities were formed, namely a Telecommunications Company- TTCL, a
Postal Corporation -1PC, and a Reguiatory Commission- TCC. The immediate task ofTTCL
after its formation was to address itself to the required restructuring to allow it to operate
commercially. The most crucial undertaking being the take off and implementation of the
Telecommunication Restructuring Programme (TRP).

3.2

Telecommunications Restructuring Programme (TRP)
During 1990/91 thethen Tanzania Postand Telecommunications Corporation (TPTC), with
the guidance of the Ministry of Works, Communication and Transport, and with the
assistance of the World Bank, undertook a review to determine the status of the
telecommunications services in Tanzania [TTC95a].
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The resulting report from the review showed that the main problem was in the old,
deteriorated national telecommunications network. The report noted that the network serving
the country is heavily congested both at the local exchange and tronk levels, and needs
extensive rehabilitation, expansion, and modernisation.
The review thus undertaken led to the implementation of a five year Telecommunications
Restructuring Programme (TRP). The program should have started in 1993. However, it has
been delayed for two years. The planned sequence of implementation is no langer realisable
and hence projects are running parallel. All time spans are expected to he implemented as
soon as contract negotiations are completed.

3.2.1

Objectives of the TRP

The objectivcs of the TRP are [BMI95]:
•

•
•

provide sufficient equipment to reduce delays in call conneetion within the country
and internationally,
consolidate maintenance and rehabilitation of existing plant and equipment,
raise capacity utilisation of installed plant and equipment,
undertakc training programs with a strong emphasis on digital technology.

The specific targets of the TRP are:
•

•
•
•
•
•

rcduce delays in call connection,
strengthen regionat telephone links to raise call completion rates from the present
level of 25% to 60% for subscriber tronk dialling calls and from 50% to 85% for
manually connected trunk calls. The target for local calls is 65%,
raise the telephone density per 100 population from 0.3 (1993) to 0.6,
provide telephone service to all district headquarters,
provide telephone service to all border towns with police, customs and immigration
officers,
provide subscriber trunk diaHing to all regionat headquarters,
increasc thc numbcr of connected telex lines from 1,400 to 4,000.

It should he notcd that TTCL will only reach district headquarters and major population
eentres, whereas villages in general cannot he provided with service for the time being.

3.2.2

Funding of TRP

In spite of the poor financial and operational performance of TTCL in the past, donors have

generously financed investments. A total of about US$ 220 million has been pledged in the
form of grants and loans. Major donors for the program include the World Bank (IDA), the
European Union, Sweden through SIDA, Denmark through DANIDA, Japan through JICA, the
African Development Bank (ADB), and Kuwait through the KUWAIT FUND. In general the
donors do not attach conditions to the financial arrangements. The local telecommunications
operator (rrcL) also contributes to the fmancing ofthe project.
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The project fmancing plan in millions of US$ is presented in table 3.1
Donor

Loc al

[TTC95hJ.

IDA

Foreign
74.4

ADB

42.1

SIDA

40.0
8.3

DANIDA

30.0

EU

ncA

9.4
13.0

KUWAITFUND

30.4

TTCL

30.4
Total
Table 3.1

3.2.3

217.2
247.6

1RP FINANCING PLAN

(1995-2000)

Status of implementation

Most ofthe projects under the TRP have taken off effectively. According to [TTC96], already
some projects have been completed, commissioned and have begun hearing good results to
some customers in Dar es Salaam. The remaining projects are still in the tendering process.
An elaborate overview of the status of implementation per (donor) project is given in
appendixD.

3.3

Present market structure
The present structure ofthe Tanzanian telecommunication market is illustrated in figure 3.2.
Market segment

Market structure

Main operator(s)

Local

Monopoly

TTCL

Long distance

Monopoly

TTCL

Monopoly

TTCL

Telex services

Monopoly

TTCL

Pay-phones

Emerglng competltion

TTCL & ACG

Basic
telephone
services

Do mestic

International

MIC Tanzania Lid

Cellular

Emerging competition

Paging

Emerging competition

ACG

Data communication

Emerging competition

DATEL

Private networks

User monopoly

TANESCO

Mobile services

Figure 3.2

PRESENT 1\fARKET STRUCTURE

Let' s take a closer look at the different market segments.

TRI telecommunications Ltd.

Present market structure

•
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Basic telephone services market
The main basic telephone service operator in Tanzania is the Tanzanian
Telecommunications Company Limited (TieL). TICL was established in January 1994, after
the government broke up the Tanzania Posts and Telecommunications Corporation into a
Postal Corporation and a telecommunications company. Although TICL is expected to be
autonomous in its operations, it is 100% government owned.
TICL exploits about 210 exchanges of which 156 are still manually operated. The capacity

in lines (DEL) ofthe exchanges is around 130,000. 90% ofthe lines are connected to an
automatic exchange. Only 80% of the capacity is in use. Main causes for the small exchange
fill are oftechnological nature, like insufficient extemal plant capacity, faults in subscriber
dedicated parts ofthe telephone exchange and faults in high capacity cables in the extemal
line plant [Put96J.
At the moment, TTCL has a monopoly on the provision of local, long distance and
international telephone services. The independent national telecommunications regulator
Tee (Tanzania Communications Commission) however intends to go full scale in pushing
for privatising telecommunications. It is to be expected that TCC and the govemment will try
to proteet TICL because of the large investments now going into the network through the
TRP. For this reason, it is still to beseen if anybody offering better services than TTCL will
be tolerated18•
•

Telex market
TICL is the only provider of telex services in Tanzania. The current number of connected

telex subscribers is about 1,900 against an exchange capacity of 4,500 lines [Car95b]. More
subscribers are opting for fax connections instead of telex as it attracts lower tariffs.
However, due to the poor quality of the basic telephone network, telex conneetion are
expected to grow.
•

Pay-phone market
The first priority of pay-phone strategy in Tanzania is to have at least one pay-phone
installed in each district centre andregistered village. There are 8,000 registered villages.
The second step would be to ensure that the majority of the population living outside the
villages are within 10-15 kilometresto the nearest pay-phone.
At this moment, three companies, TTCL, AGC Telesystems Ltd. and Jupiter, have been
licenced to provide pay-phone services. The latter two only provide service in Dar es
Salaam. ACG installed 240 pay-phones, Jupiter 24. TTCL provides service in Tanzania's
major towns and villages, but mostly in Dar es Salaam, with a total of 620 pay-phones
[ITU95].

Extension of pay-phone service in rural areas could be imposed by the government through
a universa! service obligation. Private operators could be forced to invest, in addition to their
main activities, in less profitable (i.e. rural telecommunications) projectsin order to balance
the development between rural and urban areas.

18

This does not comply with the liberalisation ofthe global telecommunication market which
will be realised in 1998 (fust in the European Union, United States and Japan, and later on
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•

Mobile cellular telephone market
As aresult of the liberalisation steps taken by the government there are at the moment two
mobile cellulartelephone operators in Dar es Salaam, namely MIC Tanzania Ltd. (Mobitel)
and TRI telecommunications Ltd. (Tritel).
Mie Tanzania Ltd. 19 started operations in September 1994. The network, supplied and
installed by Motorola, is connected to the public telephone network operated by TTCL. TTCL
owns 25 per cent ofthe shares in the company, the Dar es Salaam based company Ultimate
Communications Ltd. 14 per cent, the International Finance Corporation (IFC) 10 per cent
and Millicom International Cellular (MIC S.A.), a mobile telecommunications firm based in
Luxembourg, owns 51 per cent ofthe shares. The cellular telephone system adopted is TACS
(Total Access Communication System) which is the standard for the UK and used primarily
in the Commonwealth Countries. This was the decision imposed by the Tanzanian
authorities on MIC Tanzania Ltd., who wanted toadopt the GSM (Global System for Mobile
communication) [Car95J. The present number of cellular subscribers is approximately 5,500.
TRI Telecommunications Ltd. started operations in December 1995. It is a joint venture of
the Tanzanian VIP Engineering Company Ltd. (35%) and Technology Resources Inc. (TRI)
ofMalaysia (65%). The cellular telephone system adopted is GSM. Until now, approximately
2,000 subscribers have been connected.
Due to the high tariffs the mobile cellular market is small and may not support too many
operators. Tee divided the country into four Mobile Cellular Telecommunications Zones.
At the moment, they allow two operators to install, operate and exploit cellular service in
each zone. Up to November 1996, the following licences have been granted:
Coastal zone
Northern zone
Central zone
Southem zone

•

: MIC Tanzania Ltd. and TRI Telecommunications Ltd.,
: TTCL and TRI Telecommunications Ltd.,
: TTCL,
: TTCL.

Paging market
Paging ('beepers') can fill a large gap in the tclecommunications hierarchy in providing
mobile communications to a wider business community. The demand for paging services
comes from organisations which require ongoing contact with their mobile personnel and
require to convey simple instructions to them. Paging is a fast, reliable and relatively
inexpensive means of communication.
TCC has granted the following licences for the provision ofpaging services:
TTCL,
Beep Me Ltd.,
Call Systems Ltd,
ACG Telesystems Ltd.
At present, only ACG Telesystems Ltd. is operational (since December 1996). AcG
telesystems Ltd., founded in 1994, is a subsidiary ofthe African Telecommunications Group
Inc., a US-based company. They provide numerical as well as alpha-numerical (text

19

An elaborate company profile is presented in chapter 4.
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message) paging services in and around Dar es Salaam using a 250 Watt transmitter. The
present number of subsenhers is unknown. Besides paging services, they also exploit
wireless card-operated pay-phones.
•

Data communications market
There is a pressing demand from 'large' customers fora good quality data network [Car95bJ.
Many of them have submitted a prequalification tender to construct a private data network.
While the need for a private data network is evident to facilitate business transactions, TTCL
has defined a policy for the development of a public data network. Due to TTCL 's technica!
capabilities a joint venture with a private operator (Nexus International, 51 %) is established
in 1995 under the name of Datel Tanzania Ltd. (DATEL). datel's network is basedon
individual Very Small Aperture Terminals (VSATs) which allow satellite access from
anywhere in the country independent of the existing telephone network. The present number
of subsenhers is unknown.
An estimate ofpotential growth in Tanzania by Carl Bro International als [Car95J indicates
that the next two to three years the present demand could increase by four to five times that
of today. Based on this growth rate, Tee should speed up to licence more public data
communications operators to provide these services.
Private networks market
The dectricity company (TANESCO) and the two railway companies operate and maintain a
primitive telecommunication network fortheir own use. The companies have shown interest
in providing basic telephone services to outside customers in their area of operation. The
networks are analogue and require new investments to enhance the service quality in order
tomeet the requirements of efficient telecommunications. For that purpose the company
would either have to reeruit experienced telecommunications engineering and operating staff
or contract out the service. With further development these networks may in the future form
a part of an alternative network structure.
Unexplored markets
Facilities for electronic mail and Internet are only available at the University of Dar es
Salaam. A satellite link to South Africa connects the university to the world wide web.
At the moment - and probably not within decades - there is no telecommunications industry
in Tanzania. All telecommunications equipment has to he imported.

3.4

Government policy
The Tanzanian govemment is responsible for the policy to stimulate the growth of the
telecommunication sector. Policies aiming at specific targets are presented here. The targets
are to stimulate economie growth, employment creation, geographical de-centralisation and
self-reliance.

3.4 .1

Governmental policies to stimulate economie growth

The attraction of the hu ge resources required to make and manage the many rapid changes
and to attract required investments lead to far reaching reforms and restructuring in the
sector nationallv and intemationallv_
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Basically, the following major areas have been changed [Car95b]:
•
•

•
•

relieving and distancing the central government from day to day decisions, operation
and management of the sector,
setting up clearly defmed predictabie and transparent entry investment and
operational conditions for the sector under a body recognised as a regulator separate
from the central government,
separating postal from telecommunications operations and both to be done under
autonomous commercial entities whether ofpublic, private or mixed ownership,
defming areas and conditions of monopoly or competition.

The above mentioned regulator is the Tanzanian Communication Commission (ree). It
imposes the following conditions in granting licenses for telecommunication companies
[TFA96]:

•
•
•

3.4.2

local share holding at a minimum of 35% of the shares of the enterprise being
licensed,
parent company who owns the majority of shares (e.g. 50% or more) has to submit
(ree) a performance guarantee to the commission for the duration ofthe licence,
the licensee is given annual performance targets to meet including initia} project
implementation pro&:.-rams and dates.

Governmental policies to stimulate employment creation

In order to accelerate the Telecommunication Restructuring Program (TRP), TTeL has
adopted turn-key implementation for all the projects. On paper, the TRP requires that both
consultants and contractors hire local staff at the managerial level to participate in the
implementation in order to transfer the technology skills. This has not been done to date and
some ofthe projects are in an advanced stage [Car95bJ.
Apart from direct privatisation of TTeL, private participation may take the form of
franchising local networks. A Regionat Operator working under Franchising (ROF) assumes
on behalf of TieL responsibility for the telecommunications network and services in a
region. This arrangement gives local business in alliance with dornestic and foreign
investors - preferably also a foreign operator - an opportunity to meet local demand, using
local and outside private capita! and local initiative. Mie Tanzania Ltd. is an example of a
ROF with 65 Tanzanian employees.
Outside the technica} areas there is a need for re-focusing of existing administrative
management skilis towards more cost-effective resource management, in particular strategie
business planning, management information and computing, commercial fmancial
accounting, cost and management accounting, preeurement and human resource
management and development. As an answer to these challenges, rreL will explore the
possibilities of entering into a co-operation arrangement with a foreign operator who as a
friendly partner will receive the necessary incentives (e.g. equity participation) to make
contributions in the form of investments and assistance in improving TTeL's human
resources capabilities. As another step towards mobilising interest and support, a minority
holding ofTTeL shares will be sold to the Tanzanian public and TTeL's employees [Car95].
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Governmental policies to stimulate geographical decentralisation

One of the govemment' s policy objective is to ensure that telecommunication services are
provided to as many people as is economically and socially justitiabie in both rural and
urban areas. The teledensity in the rural areasis low (0.19) compared to 2.04 for Dar es
Salaam. The development of services in the rural areas, where more than 80% of the total
population live, is seen as imperative for the support of agricultural production and
distribution, access to health care and to other social services. USAID has expressed interest
in supporting rural telecommunication in Tanzania by the establishment of a project called
Rural Telecommunication in Tanzania (RTT). The region to heservedis yet to he decided.
Another thought is to raise a Rural Development Fund. Three options to raise money for this
fund have been proposed [Car95a]:
•
•
•

universa} service obligation from tax revenues,
universa! service obligation covered by operators in the telecommunications sector,
taxing telephone consumers directly.

A tax on consumcrs rather than telecommunication operators has the advantage of not
distorting the competitive process between operators. Taxing consumers on telephone
services directly also has the advantage that the target of the tax is visible, as opposed to the
first mentioncd option which does not clearly indicates its purpose. A drawback of the
second option is that competitive operators are not willing to support other operators.
At present, choices regarding the establishment ofthe RTT and the rural development fund
have not been made.

3.4.4

Governmental policies to stimulate self-reliance

The Govemment has issued a policy through the National Invcstment and Proteetion Act,
which sets out guidclines for foreign investment in Tanzania, including profit repatriation.
After TRP, the Tanzania Communications Commission (Tee) anticipates that there will he
a need to develop other forms of enterprises to help achieve the target of self-reliant
companies. This could involve Build-Opera te-Transfer (BOT) arrangements or joint venture
operations.

In order to establish a workable strategie alliance between foreign and local investors in joint
venture relationships, the local investor should own at least a 35% interest in the joint
venture during the frrst year of network operations to he gradually increased to 49% in fifth
ycar of operation as prescribed by Tee.
There is a lot of telecommunication equipment which may he still new but no longer used
in the developed countries and hence is taken out of production. The result is that such
equipment is sold at throw away prices and contractors in developing countries take
advantage to offer low prices for the equipment and get a market for them. However, when
equipment breaks down, the contractors cannot service the equipment because spare parts
are not available. Tee should take special interest before approved equipment and make sure
that it is under production [Car95b].
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Because of the importance for national development and for more self-reliance of local
companies, it is feit that a deliberate strategy for starting an R&D program in
telecommunication and information technologyin Tanzania should beseen as a national
issue. The 1993 draft National Science and Technology Policy for Tanzania identified the
weak emphasis in basic and applied research as a bottleneck to national development and
set out implementation programs in an attempt to address this problem. The draft policy
goes further to elaborate on the focus of R&D in the areas of priority by stipulating that
" ...Emphasis should be placed on technological development aspectsof research and
development which may include the capability of unpackage, adapt and possibly to
improve the imported technologies than in 'pure research '". Furthermore, the importance
of R&D institutions in national development is acknowledged in the N ational Science and
Technology Policy which advocates government assistance tothese institutions through the
provision of necessary skilied manpower, facilities and finance in order to accelerate
industrial development [Car95bJ.

3.5

Recommendations
Consirlering the present state of the Tanzanian telecommunication sector and the
govemmental policy regarding this sector, we like to give, in diminishing order of priority,
the following recommendations:
•

General service provision
The Tanzanian government has introduced a number of measures to stimulate the growth
and quality of the telecommunication infrastructure, especially in urban areas.
An important measure is the execution of the telecommunication restructuring program
(TRP). However, given the demand projections for telecommunication services, TTCL has no
realistic possibility of narrowing the demand gap within a reasonable period of time. Even
ifrrcL meets the objectives ofthe TRP, which means an annual increase of30,000 lines, the
unmet demand will grow to at least 135,000 lines by the year 2000. It is estimated [Car95aJ
that US$ 200 million is needed to elimillate the gap. It is obvious that the TRP will not
satisfy the hu ge demand and other measures, mentioned below, are needed.
According to us, besides the TRP, an entire openentry policy must be adopted and a more
competitive provision of services must be allowed. This means that ill1 restrictions with
regard to the ownership of telecommunication companies should be eliminated. Foreign
companies will easier enter the telecommunication market This will stimulate a rapid
expansion of the infrastructure. The revenues of the foreign operators will go abroad.
However, the spin-offbenefits oftelecommunication (transport costs savings, etc.) are much
bigger than these revenues.

It should be noted that Tee should still act as an overall control agency to prevent a
proliferation of standards.
Regional telecommunications development
Following the urban improvements, telecommunication facilities in more remote areas
should be developed. We advice against a universa! service obligation covered by
telecommunication operators to contribute to the Rural Development Fund. This will
discourage foreign investors. Private investors will not invest voluntarily in rural
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development because the return on investment is too small. We also advice against the
universal service obligation from tax revenues. It is fairer to tax customers directly because
they use the telecommunication services and therefore benefit from a universal service. A
tax of(e.g.) 10% on the total call charge could yield US$ 10 million every year 0 •
•

Manufacturing and R&D
We believe that both R&D and manufacturing of locally made equipment is not wise. The
market of this equipment is globally oriented with quality equipment coming from western
countries. They have the best R&D facilities and sufiicient funds that go with them. Tanzania
does not have those facilities and it will be very hard to obtain them, even with an import
substitution strategy. Telecommunication merchants would still have the choice between
locally made equipment and equipment from abroad. It is very likely that they will choose
foreign, quality equipment.
We strongly disrecommend the govemment to spent more time and money on the
development of possibilities for local R&D and manufacturing.

20

This (rough estimate) value is basedon the formula:
(number ofcalls) x ((call charge+ 10 %) /100) x (average call duration)
Three different types of calls are included: international calls, local calls and tronk calls.
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Chapter 4

MIC in Tanzania

E

very company constantly searches for new ways to improve its performance. So does
MobiteJ2 1 • For example, coverage is extended in order to improve accessibility, TV
advertisements are used in order to attract new customers, and extra services are provided.
Most of these actions, however, are scarcely or completely not based on the outcome of
directed research. Many decisions, especially with regard to the marketing aspect, have been
taken without the back-up of proper data on customer characteristics, trends and wishes.
This chapter provides an overview of the company Mobitel and its customers. Directed
research in technica! and socio-economie fields is used to formulate well-founded
recommendations for the improvement ofMobitel's performance. First, a general profile
ofthe company Mobitel is given. The technica! profile in the next paragraph describes the
ins and outs of the Mobitel network. After this, present and potential customers are
scrutinised.

4.1

Company profile
This company profile is based on a measuring instrument for research and evaluation of
industrial organisations indeveloping countries, as described by Gaillard [Gai92J. Since this
model is too comprehensive for the purpose in mind (a brief overview), only the basic
characteristics and the organisational structure, will he discussed.

4.1.1

History

Millicom International Cellular S.A. ('the Company'), a Luxembourgh Société Anonyme,
and its subsidiaries, joint ventures and associate companies ('the Group' or 'MIC') was
formed in December 1990 to combine the cellular properties owned by Industriförvaltnings
AB Kinnevik ('Kinnevik') and Millicom Incorporated (' Millicom '). Prior to December 31,
1993, MIC was an affiliate ofMillicom, which ovmed approximately 49% ofthe common
stockofMIC. On December 31, 1993, Millicom was merged into MIC-USA lnc., a wholly
owned subsidiary of MIC. At the same time, MIC became traded on the Nasdaq National
Market in the United States.
MIC develops and operates cellular telephone networks throughout the world. The Group
currently offers or is licensed to offer cellular services in 20 countries, primarily in emerging
markets. They seek to establish an early presence in markets currently without cellular
service or with limited cellular service by applying for cellular telephone licenses, primarily
throughjoint ventures with prominent local business partners. In Tanzania, MIC operates
under the name ofMIC Tanzania Ltd. but is known more popu1arly under its brand name
Mobitel.
MIC Tanzania Ltd. was established on 25 November 1993 [B~fl95J and started operations in
September 1994. They connected 300 subscribers in the first four months of operations. The
annual subscriber growth is given in figure 4.1 on the next page.
21

Note that Mobitel and Mrc Tanzania Ltd. represent the same company.
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The exponential subscriber growth shows a trend which is vety common in the global
cellular market However, in absolute figures, the number of subscribers is small compared
toother MIC companies (on average more than 10,000 [MIC96J).
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ANNUAL SUBSCRffiER GROWfH

Source: Annual reports Millicom International Cellular [MIC95)

4.1.2

[MIC96)

Ownership

MIC Tanzania Ltd. is a joint venture with the following sharebolders
Millicom International Cellular S.A.
Tanzania Telecommunications Company Ltd. (TTCL)
Ultimate Communications Limited
International Finance Corporation (IFC)

•
•

I
151%

51%
25%
14%
10%

Ultimate Security

MIC-USA lnc.

MIC S.A.

[Car95):

I
TTCL

125%

Ultimate
Communications
Limited

114%

IFC

110%

MIC Tanzania Ltd. (Mobitel)
Figure 4.2
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SHAREHOLDERS OF MOBITEL

Assumed is that ifMobite1 started operations at the beginning of 1994, 4 x 300 = 1,200
subscribers would be connected at the end of this year.
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Millicom International Cellular S.A. is a 100% subsidiary ofMIC-USA incorporated.
Almost 40% of the shares are held by the Tanzanian companies TieL and Ultimate
Communications Limited. The latter is a subsidiary of Ultimate Security Limited. A
minimum local share of 35% is compulsory in order to get a license from the Tanzanian
Communications Commission (ree).
The 51% per cent share of MIC-USA suggest a marginal bargaining power of the two
Tanzanian companies. However, the influence of TieL on the operation ofMobitel is quite
substantial. They can (and do) cross Mobitel's plans either by not providing access to the
rreL (landline) network or by not granting licences23 for expansion of the network.
4.1.3

Location

The main office ofMobitel is located in the capita! of Tanzania, Dar es Salaam. Besides,
there are two services centres; one in Dar es Salaam and the other one on the island of
Zanzibar. Mobitel is licensed to offer mobile telephone services in the Coastal zone24 and
is negotiating a license for the Northem zone. The total estimated population under the
Coastal zone license is 2.2 million people.
4.1.4

Technology

Mobitel operates on the Total Access Communication System (TAes). This standard is also
used in the UK and other Commonwealth countries. TAes is being categorised as a frrst
generation (i.e. analogue) wireless system. It is called 'analogue' because the speech signals
are not digitally encoded prior to transmission on a radio frequency (RF) carrier. However,
the signaHing within the network is digital.
A more detailed description of the network technology is given in the technica! profile
(paragraph 4.2)
4.1.5

Charter

The prior aim ofMobitel is to provide mobile cellular telephone servicetotheir customers.
In addition to plain telephone services the following features can be (optionally) utilised to
satisfy the customers needs:
•

Cal! waiting, this service alerts the customer to an incoming call while engaged in
another call. The incoming eaU can either be rejected or accepted thereby putting the
call-in-progress on hold.

•

Conjèrence calling, while engaged in a call, one may call a third party and establish
a three-party conversation, allowing all parties totalk to each other.

23

24

Although TICLis supposed to operate autonomously, they gratefully make use ofthe fact
that ree, who grants the actuallicence, helps to proteet TICL since they are both go verrunent
owned.
Tanzania has been divided into four mobile cellular telecommunications zones. These are
thP> l'nQctQl 7nnP tht:» 1\.Tn.-rt'h~ .,"''""" +k.o. r'IDW'Io+.-nl ...,..,.......,""' ........ A +l.. .... ~".~,+t...~ U~~t-..1 ......... ..1 ...

'"7 ..............
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•

Cal! transjèr, this service allows the diversion of incoming calls to another number.

•

Voice mail, an automatic answering service with the ability to record a message.

The equipment needed to access the Mobitel network is provided by Mobitel as well as
several authorised dealers in Dar es Salaam.
Mobitel offers the following products:
•
•
•
•

Cellular telephones ofvarious brands (e.g. Motorola, Nokia, Ericsson),
Telular fixed cellular equipment,
Antennae,
Accessories (high capacity batteries, battery chargers, etc.).

The prices of the products and services are given in appendix E.

4.1.6

Organisational structure

The organisation scheme (i.e. the relations between departments) is given in figure 4.3. Also
indicated are the number of employees per department
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ORGANISATION SCHEME MOEITEL

In total 65 persons, of which 60 are Tanzanian, are employed at Mobitel. MIC's policy
prescribes that the local management is responsible for and accountable for the performance
of their individual markets and must he capable of rnanaging their day-to-day operations.
The high percentage of local employees, 92%, should therefore he attributed to the morethan-profit-minded attitude ofthe (ex) General Manager Mr. Ross.
The customer to sta:ff ratio is thus 84 to I. The general, financial and marketing manager (all
foreigners) are appointed by MIC S.A. They are, following MIC's staffmg policy,
transferred to another MIC subsidiary after three years of duty.

Technical profile
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Summary company profile

0 History
• date of foundation
• start-up date of operations
• number of subscribers
• annual subscriber growth
0 Ownership
• basis of consolidation
• share bolders

0 Location
• main office
• customer services offices
• area undcr licencc
• population under licence
0 Technology
• network
• standard
0 Charter
• scrv1ces

• products
0 Organisational structure
• staff I subscriber ratio
• percentage local personnet

4.2

25 November 1993
September 1994
5,500 (31 December 1996)
138% (1995-1996)

Joint venture
51% MIC-USA
25% TTCL
14% Ultimate Communications Ltd.
10% IFC

Dar es Salaam
Dar es Salaam and Zanzibar
Coastal region
2.2 million

Mobile cellular radio telephone
ETACS

Standard call, call waiting, conference
calling, eaU transfer, voice mail
Cellular phones, antennae, accessories

1/84
92%

Technica! profile
Th is technica! profile describes the ins and outs of Mobitel 's cellular network. General
background information on the evolution of cellular systems is given in appendix F.

4.2.1

Cellular system overview

A cellular system consists of a continuous pattem of imaginary hexagon shaped cells, each
having a distance of 1 to 60 km (typically 8 to 16 km) [Tel96J. In reality, where the land is
perfectly flat, the cells are circular. However, as land is rarely flat, each cell shape is
determined by the terrain' s profile.
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Figure 4.4 illustrates the different cell structures.

Flat terrain cell structure

Theoretica! cell structure

Figure 4.4

Realistic cell structure

CELL STRUCTURES

The main building blocks of a cellular system are portable/mobile25 telephones, base stations
and a mobile switching centre26 (Msc) which connects call intemally within the wireless
networkor to the outside world (PSTN) via a gateway exchange as shown in figure 4.5. The
connections between the base stations and the MSC, and between the MSC and the PSTN are
either dedicated landlines or micro-wave links (or a combination ofboth).
Mobile Switching Centre

EMX

Mobile units

mJ

~
\

BS<o EMX liW<

Base station 1

Figure 4.5

PSTN

Base station 2

Base station 3

Base station n

CELLULAR SYSTEM BUILDING BLOCKS

Mobitel utilises Motorola's DYNA T.A.C™ cellular radiotelephone system. The general
network topology is the sameasin figure 4.5. Main features ofthis system will bedescribed
in the following paragraphs.

25

The term mobile is used to describe a radio terminal that is attached to a high speed mobile
platform (e.g. a cellular phone in a vehicle) whereas the term portable describes a radio
terminal that can be hand-held and used by someone at walking speed (e.g. a cordless
phone) [Rap96]. From now on, only the term mobile will be used.

26

The term MSC (Mobile Switching Centre) is equal to the term MTSO (Mobile Telephone
Switching Office).
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DYNA T.A.C™ cellular system description27

4.2.2

The DYNA T.A. C™ cellular system uses the concept of multiple coverage areas (cells) to
form a contiguous service area. Hence the designation cellular system. This frrst generation28
wireless system is essentially concerned with the transmission of speech signals (frequency
modulated - FM), although it is able to transmit data (frequency shift keying - FSK) at a
relatively low bit rate. The system is categorised as 'analogue' because the speech channels
are not digitally encoded prior to transmission on a radio frequency (RF) carrier. However,
all command and control of the network is digital.
The cells are interconnected via the Electronic Mobile Exchange (EMX) - the heart of the
MSC - using voice and data lines. Subscribers travelling throughout the coverage area are
automatically switched from cell to cell via the process called hand of!
The main building blocks ofthe DYNA T.A.C™ Cellular system are the base stations and
the EMX as shown in figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6

0

DYNA T.A.C™

CELLULAR SYSTEM ELEMENTS

Base stations
Central to any cell is a base station. The base station contains RF transceivers which are used
as an air interface for both the voice and data messages to the subscriber and the Base Site
Controller (Bsc). The latter provides the interface between the base station and the EMX..
The base station provides transmitting and receiving facilities on a certain set of duplex
frequency pairs (FDD- Frequency Division Duplex- channels). Since each cell comprises
a relatively small area, both the base station and the mobile telephone that it supports can
operate at lower power levels that would he used in conventional systems. The typical
transmit power from a mobile unit is 0.6 Watts (27 dBm).

27
28

DYNA T.A.C™ is nota standard but a name used by Motorola fortheir ETACS equipment.
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Using this technique, radiation on a given channel is virtually contained in the cell operating
on that channel and, to some extent, those cells directly adjacent to that cell. Since the
coverage area of a cell on a given channel is limited to a small area (relative to the total
system coverage area), a channel (i.e. set offrequencies) may be repeated in another cell
outside the coverage area of the frrst. This is called frequency re-use. It allows two or more
cells to use the same channels, provided that they are not immediate neighbours and far
enough apart to minimise interference. The mobile telephones themselves are capable of
operating on any channel in the system, allowing them to operate in any cell.
It is indicated in [DYN93J that as the system approaches 10,000 subscribers, frequency reuse
may be required. Systems with 10 cells and 10,000 subscribers are likely to implcment reuse with omni-transmit cells. Frequency reuse increases the call-handling capability ofthe
system without increasing the number of available channels.
The RF equipment provides multiple-channel transmitting (in the range 872-905 MHz) and
receiving (in the range 917-950 MHz) facilities for every cell in the cellular system. The
transmit/receive separation (Frequency Division Duplexing spacing) is 45 MHz. The
channel spacing is 25 kHz.

Base site controller
The Base Site Controller (BSC) performs all control functions required at the base station.
lts major function the set up and supervision of calls. This includes:
Receipt of up to 16 digits dialied by subscriber mobile telephone,
Power control, i.e. the control of commands to the subscriber's mobile unit for
transmitter power level changes required to minimise co-channel interference and
hence improve the capacity of the cellular system,
Control of switching for sectorised antennas (hand off of calls between sectors of the
samebase station),
Hand off of calls between cells,
Detection ofloss ofSupervisory Audio Tones (SAT) which is used to indicate that the
mobile is out of range.

•

Sectors at base stations
The co-channel interference (i.e. interference from adjacent cells using the same channels)
in a cellular system may be decreased by replacing a single omni-directional antenna at the
base station by several directional antennas, each radiating within a specific sector.
Sectoring is thus used for decreasing co-channel interference and thus increasing system
capacity by using directional antennae. A cell is normally partitioned into three 120° sectors
or six 60° sectors. When sectoring is employed, the channels used in a particular cell are
broken down into sectored groups and are used only in a particular sector.

Technica! profile
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Electronic mobile exchange (EMX)
The function ofthe EMX is to route a mobile telephone to the called party (and vice versa),
to coordinate the hand offprocess, and to record all ofthe system's traffic. Extensive data
acquisition capabilities are provided by the EMX to gather statistics on call attempts and
completions, Erlang traffic and blocked calls. Consequently, the EMX is undoubtedly the
most complex and expensive part of the whole cellular system.
To complete calls, the system locates the specific mobile telephone subscriber, allocates a
free radio channel at the appropriate base station, and connects the mobile subscriber with
a subscriber on the wireline telephone network or a subscriber on the same mobile network.
As subscribers move within the service area they are automatically switched between cell
sites (or cell sectors) to assure continuous communication. Subscribers are not aware of this
change. The multiple cells are simply a single-coverage blanket over the area of desired
service.
The EMX employs digital switching technology, and uses the stored program control (sPe)
technique already well established in telephone exchanges (i.e. PBX, PABX) throughout the
world. Digitised speech paths within the EMX allow all switching to be accomplished in the
time domain.

•

EMX product family
The Motorola EMX product family consists of the EMX 100, EMX 250, EMX 500, EMX
2500, RSU, EMX 250 Host, and EMX 500 Host. These products are structured to provide
a product choice to match system needs in terms of both initial requirements and future
growth. A detailcd product description is given in [DYN93J. The present Mobitel network
uses the EMX 2500 (see also paragraph 4.2.3).

0

Microwave/multiplex links
Figure 4. 7 below shows the metbod used to interconneet the base stations to the EMX using
microwave links.

r--------'--
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~L___
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Figure 4.7
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The microwave/multiplex equipment that replaces the multitude of voice and data paths
with a single RF point-to-point link bas to conform to the signal level and other
specifications for the cellular system. Since both the base station and the EMX are fixed parts
of the cellular system, transmission and path loss planning can he done to meet the
microwave/multiplex equipment specifications. These include the link distance between the
base station and the EMX.
Note that since line-of-sight (Los) microwave links are used, the usual precautions
necessary in microwave link engineering have to be observed. These include:
selection of line-of-sight sites,
selection of an appropriate frequency band,
development of path profiles to determine tower heights,
determination of received levels and accessing the need for microwave repeaters,
equipment specification, configuration and procurement.

Mobitel's DYNA T.A.C™ cellular system can easily be configured tomeet the needs ofthe
operator (who obviously tries to satisfy the needs ofhis customers). The coverage area is
enlarged by adding base stations. The capacity ofthe system can be enlarged by increasing
the number of channels available per base station or by sectoring.

4.2.3

Present network contiguration

Cellular networks are highly dynarnic. For example, voice channels are frequently (read
daily) assigned toother base stations in order to (temporarily) preventor eliminate network
congestion, base station transruit powers are - occasionally - adjusted to eliminate
interference, and base stations are added to enlarge the coverage area. Hence, it is impossible
to provide an accurate and up-to-date image of the present network configuration. The
configuration presented heredates from November 1996.
•

EMX
The heart ofthe MSC (figure 4.4) is formed by the Electronic Mobile Exchange (EMX). At
present, Mobitel utilises the Motorola EMX 2500. The EMX 2500 replaced the EMX 500
in September 1996. The main features ofthe new switch are:
initiailocal subscriber file of75,000 subscribers (expandable to 250,000),
maximum number ofBusy Hour Call Attempts is 75,000 (21 per second),
maximum circuit capacity is 12,288 (expandable),
cell site capacity (software supported) is 511. This means that 511 base stations can
be connected to a single EMX2500. The cell site capacity is 312 in case of fully
redundant sites.
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•

Base stations
The Mobitel network comprises five base stations, four in Dar es Salaam and one on the
island of Zanzibar. The main features of these base stations are summarised in table 4.1.
Base station

Central29 City centre University Oysterbay Wazo hill Masingini

longitude (east)

39"16'42" 39"17'09" 39"12'12" 39"16'35 ... 39"10'06" 39"14'29"

latitude ( south)

06"49' 37" 06"49' 32" 06"46' 47" 06"49' 32" 06"39' 29" 06"07' 39"

elevation (from ground)
receive antenna

55m

35m

40m

40m

55m

sector60" sector 120" sector 60" sector 60" sector 60" sector 60"

transmit antenna

omni

sector 120"

omru

omni

omni

omni

transmit power

6W

3W

6W

6W

llW

llW

58

98

27

46

8

18

# voice channels30

Table 4.1

•

35m

BASE STATIONCONFIGURATIONS

Microwave/multiplex links
As explained in paragraph 4.2.1, microwave links are used for communication between the
base stations and the EMX, and between the EMX and gateways. Their features are
summarised in table 4.2.
MWiink

type

length

capacity

frequency

(km)

(MB)

(GHz)

#spans

central +--+ city centre

cell to cell

1.5

34

7

3

central +--+ university

cell to cell

10

8

7

3

university +--+ oysterbay

cell to cell

8.1

8

7

2

central +--+ wazo hili

cell to cell

22

8

7

2

wazo hili +--+ masingini

cell to cell

64

8

2

central +--+ pugu road

cell to gatewayl 1

2

8

7

oysterbay +--+ olbay

cell to gateway

8

7

central +--+ ITE

cell to gateway

8

7

Tab Je 4.2

1.5

2

3

MICROWAVE LINK CONFIGURATION

29

The base station called centraland the MSC are accommodated in the same building.

30

The voice channels are grouped in so called channel bank or spans. Each span can contain
approximately 30 channels. Besides voice channels, each base station also bas control
channels.

31

The gateways provide a conneetion with the 'outside world' (PSTN). ITE is a
national/international exchange. The other two are local exchan~~:es.
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The geographical locations of the base stations and the way they are interconnected are
shown in figure 4.8.
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Note that there is no direct link between the MSC and Oysterbay. The link is rerouted via
University to obtain a line-of-sight. Disadvantage of this diversion is that in case of a power
failure at University, Oysterbay (including the gateway) inevitably goesout of service too.
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Netwerk performance

Due to the extensive data acquisition capabilities of the EMX2500, an innumerable amount
of data is available to analyse the system's performance. However, since the switch
(September 1996) is relatively new, its performance analysis is based only on data gathered
in October 1996. Data recorded by the former switch, the EMXIOO, is used to discover
trends 32•

•

Network usage

In a cellular network, it is possible to distinguish three different call scenarios:
mobile-to-land (i.e. Mobitel - t PSTN)
n land-to-mobile (i.e. PSTN - t Mobitel)
m mobile-to-mobile (i.e. Mobitel - t Mobitel)
The EMX2500 also records a fourth group. This group comprises the call attempts which
fail due to incomplete dialied digits. In these cases, the switch is unable to determine the
destination of a call.
Figure 4.9 shows the answered calls network usage. Note that there is no fourth group
because all the calls are answered.
January 1995

October 1996
42%

37%

29%

Land-to-Mobile

Figure 4.9

EJ

Mobile-to-Land

0

Mobile-to-Mobile

NETWORK USAGE

Figure 4.9 reflects an important trend which shows an increase in the number ofmobile-tomobile calls. This indicates that customers are also very good salesmen. By using their
mobile phone amongst friends and relatives they (un)consciously advertise it. The newly
attracted customers will use the mobile phone to contact their 'mobile friends'
(demonstration effect). This also explains the decreasein mobile-to-land calls.
Given the fact that Tanzania possesses approximately 100,000 land lines and only 5,500
mobile (read Mobitel) lines, the amount of mobile-to-mobile calls is relatively high. Again,
this phenomena can be explained by the 'salesmen theory' as describes earlier.

32

Trends are usually basedon series of data. In this paragraph these data series are not
illustrated in the graphs. Thev are. however. used to confirrn the trends.
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Call completion breakdown
Call completion breakdown is used totrace bottlenecks in the network. The breakdown
distinguishes three main categones:
successful calls,
unsuccessful calls,
droppcd calls.
The definitions of these categones depend on the chosen point of view. From a customer's
point of view, a call is either succcssful or unsuccessful. Calls are only successful if they are
completed (i.e. the customer ends the call session). Unsucccssful calls include calls that were
attemptcd but never accomplished, and calls which are dropped in the rniddle of a
conversatien (of course without any help from the customer).
From a technica! point of view, calls can be successful even if they are not completed. The
(Mobitel) networkin this case is doing its job properly. Failures are caused by both thc
customers thernselves (e.g. they dial the wrong nurnber, or a nurnber that does not exist) and
the landline network (e.g. congested PSlN). These failures cannot be irnputed to the Mobitel
network.
Figure 4.10 illustrates thc call completion breakdown for October 1996. Dunng this month,
a total of 2,340, 773 call attempts wcre made.
Technica! viewpoint

Customer's viewpoint
39%

94%
4%

ffil
Figure 4.10

Succestul calls

El

Dropped calls

D

Unsuccessful calls

CALL COMPLETION BREAKDOWN

Technically spoken, the Mobitel network performance is satisfactory although the
percentage succcssful calls is still below the target of95%33 . The sarne set of data can also
bc used to analyse the network performance from a customer's viewpoint They seem to
come off really bad. Only 39% of the attempted calls is successful! The customers
themselves are partly responsible for this. On the one hand, for exarnple, customers dial
wrong numbers and numbers that do not exist. On the other hand, customers
(un)deliberately switch off their mobile phone in order to prevent the realisation of a call.
Customer behaviour accounts for approxirnately 50% of the total unsuccessful calls. This
could be reduces by providing better information to the customers on how to operate their
mobile phone.

33

The actual measure of congestion is the grade of service (GOS) which specifies the ability of
a user to access the svstem during the busiest hour. At Mobitel. the GOS is set at 5%.
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The other 50% of the total unsuccessful eaUs is caused by the - poor quality - land line
network ofthe Tanzanian Telecommunication Company Limited (TTCL). Improvements of
this network (see chapter 3) could substantially increase the percentage of successful eaUs.
Mobitel is not able to exert influence on this matter.

•

Site usage
Data on the usage of each site (base station) is used to assign the right amount of (voice)
channels to a particular cell. This is very important because it will reduce network
congestion. Figure 4.11 illustrates the cellsite usagein October 1996.

Central24%
· Masingini 6%

Figure 4.11

CELLSITE USAGE

It is obvious that the cellsites which serve the (business) eentres of Dar es Salaam (City
centre, Centraland Oysterbay) carry most ofthe telephone traffic. The amount oftraffic
carried by Wazo hili and Masingini is relatively low. This should reileet in the number of
assigned channels. Table 4.3 compares the percentage cellsite usage with the percentage
assigned channels (see table 4.1).

Cellsite

Cellsite usage (%)

Assigned channels (%]

City centre

36

38

Central

24

23

Wazo hili

2

3

University

12

11

Oysterbay

20

18

Masingini

6

7

Table4.3

CELLSITE USAGE VS. CHANNEL USAGE

The dis tribution of channels among the cellsites is correct. It is important that data on
cellsite usage is regularly compared with the assigned number of channels in order to predict
and prevent network congestion. The percentage unsuccessful eaUs due to the fact that all
channels are busy equals approximately 1% of the total call attempts. This percentage could
he reduced by adding channels.
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4.2.5

Coverage area outline

The coverage area of a cellular radio system is the geographical area in which mobile
services can be provided. Simply said, it is the area in which the customers are able to make
or receive calls. As mentioned before (4.2.1 ), the shape of the coverage area is determined
by tbe terraio's profile. Natural (e.g. mountains, foliage) and man made (e.g. buildings) terrain features substantially influence the radio wave propagation.
An accurate metbod to determine the coverage area is the on-site mensurement of received
signal power levels. These levels can be converted to a corresponding pathloss. Many
measurements yield a reliable (i.e. realistic) coverage area map. However, Mobitel does not
have the equipment for these kind of measurements. Moreover, tbis metbod is very time
consuming and, as a result, very costly.
Anotber metbod to determine tbe coverage area is the use of a propagation model. Over the
years, many models have been formulated to predict the propagation pathloss for various
types of terrain. In most cases, the models are based on empirica! data which makes tbem
reasonable reliable for use in areas witb similar conditions. Nevertheless, caution is required
because the models do have restrictions (e.g. valid for a limited range of frequencies).
Advanced models are packed in computer programs which are able to read terrain profile
data files and plot coverage area maps on a monitor or a printer. They are, however, very
expensive. The price constraint, togetber with the fact tbat detailed terrain profile data files
of Tanzania (and developing countries in general) do not exist, discourage the purebase of
such an advanced program.
Mobitel's predicted coverage area is presentedinappendix H. The pred.ietion is basedon
the Hata model which is adjusted to fit the specific features of the area around Dar es
Salaam. It should be noted that the model is used only to outline tbe coverage area. 'Blank
spots' witbin this area are not calculated.
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Summary technica! profile

0 General system parameters
• system name I supplier
• standard
- access scheme
- operating frequencies
- FDD

spacing

DYNA T.A.c™ I

Motorola

ETACS
FDMA

872-905 MHz
917-950 MHz
45MHz

0 Present network configuration (November 1996)

• switch
• number of base stations
• number of gateways

EMX 2500 (Motorola)
5 (254 voice channels)
3 (2local/national, 1 international)

0 Networkperformance (October 1996)
• total number of call attempts
• network usage

• call completion breakdown
- successful calls
- unsuccessful calls
- dropped calls
• site usage

2,340,773
mobile-to-land
42%
land-to-mobile
29%
mobile-to-mobile 29%
technica! I customer viewpoint
94%
39%
4%
61%
2%
optima! distribution of voice channels

0 Coverage area (November 1996)
• towns covered
• area under coverage

Dar es Salaam and Zanzibar town
60 km2 ( estimate)

Until now, the performance and features ofthe Mobitel network are being described from
an - objective - technica! point of view. However, the - subjective - customer' s point of view
is at least as important to judge the network performance. After all, they are actively using
the network and are therefore able to indicate problem areas.
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4.3

Mobitel's customers
During June and July 1996 a survey was carried out to defme the status of the existing
infrastructure and services from the customer's perspective. The aim of the survey was
twofold. At first it gave a profile of the customers. This profile can he used for marketing
evaluation and planning. Secondly it yielded information about the customer's opinion
regarding the current and future infrastructure.
Paragraph 4.3 is organised according to the two different goals. The customer profile
mentioned in 4.3.1, and the opinion of the customer regarding the current and future
infrastructure mentioned in 4.3.2. At the end ofboth the subparagraphs fmal remarks have
been given conceming these subject.

4.3.1

Customer profile

One of the goals of this survey is to describe the customers of Mobitel in a so called
'customer profile'. It describes basic issues like: gender, age, and religion. Cross tables,
which present two variables in one table, complete the picture of the customer.
Gender, year of application, and age are the three variables which are taken as a basis in
those cross tables. The Pearson Chi-square test results are added to the cross tables. This
test investigates the (null) hypothesis ' the row- and column variabie are independent'. This
is done by computing the cell frequencies which would he expected if no relationship is
present between the variables given the existing row and column totals. The expected cell
frequencies are then compared to the actual values found in the table. The comparison yields
a significanee level or p-value.
Rejecting the null hypothesis if it is not true is a Type I error. The probability of making a
Type I error is denoted by the symbol a. One chooses the maximum value of a that one is
willing to tolerate. If the observed significanee level of the test is less than the maximum
value a, then reject the null hypothesis. Taking into account the maximum p-value, 0.143,
the maximum value fora is 0.15. The probability of rejecting the null hypothesis if it is not
the right decision, is (only) 15%. The statements conceming relations between two variables
presented in this paragraph have a range of probability between 85% and 99%.
All collumns make 100%, which is not shown most of the time because categories of little
importance and 'no answers' have been skipped.
First, a few tables are shown. They will he foliowed by conclusions.

Gender

frequency

percentage

male

154

88

female

17

10

5

3

no answer
Table 4.4

GENDER

Mobitel's customers

61

First acquaintance with Mobitel

frequency

percentage

friend/relative

67

38

newspaper/magazine

63

36

salesman

17

10

television commercial

16

9

advert on public transport

1

1

other

7

4

no answer

5

3

Table 4.5

FIRST AQUAINTANCE WITI-I MüBITEL

1994

1995

1996

(%)

(%)

(%)

newspaper/magazine

41

38

29

friend/relative

32

37

41

television commercial34

9

52

18

Year of applicationt vs.
first acquaintance with Mobitel

Table 4.6

YEAR OF APPLICATION VS. FIRST AQUAINTANCE WITI-I MOBITEL
Significanee level: 0.037

Gender vs.
first aquaintance with Mobitel

male

female

(%)

(%)

newspaper/magazine

38

18

television commercial

8

18

Table 4.7

GENDER VS. FIRST AQUAINTANCE WITI-I MOBITEL
Significanee level: 0.134

Almost 90% ofMobitel's customers is male (table 4.4). More than 70% ofthe customers
leamed about Mobitel from personal contact or from written media (table 4.5). The more
customers Mobitel gets, the more important it is that those customers are positive about the
services offered by Mobitel. While the clientele is growing, friends and relatives become
more important, while the importance ofwritten media is getting less (table 4.6). Every new
customer can deseen as a new salesman. The increasing traffic 'mobile-to-mobile' in figure
4.9 indicates the same.
It might be useful to link the costs of marketing instruments to the importance according to
the frrst acquaintance. This will yield the most effective marketing instrument. This is not
the intention of this research.

34

Different from the results oftable 4.6, there were no Mobitel TV
commercials in 1994.
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Females are easier influenced by TV commercials than males, as men are more influenced
by newspaper and magazines advertisement with regard to frrst aquantaince with Mobitel
(table 4.7).

Reason for becoming a customer

frequency

percentage

convenience on the move

111

63

necessary for work

107

61

other services not satisfactory

92

52

only mobile service available

44

25

security purpose

30

17

provided by employer

28

16

interested in new technology

17

10

requested from employer

14

8

desire to become a customer

5

3

disposable income

0

0

other

1

1

Table4.8

REASON FOR BECOMING A CUSTOMER

Additional service
is Mobitel offering you
an additional service?
Table 4.9

yes
(%)

no
(%)

don't know
(%)

63

19

19

ADDITIONAL SERVICE

Gender vs.
(main) reasou for becoming a customer
security purpose
Table 4.10

male
(%)

female
(%)

14

47

GENDER VS. (MAIN) REASON FOR BECOMING A CUSTOMER
Significanee level: 0.002

It is important to know that more than one reaction was possible for the question presented
in table 4.8. The reasoos 'mobility', 'necessary for work', and complaints (regarding TTCL)
or lacking of other mobile service are important reasons to buy a Mobitel. Last two reasons
'complaints or lacking of other (mobile) service' will diminish in time, because the just
started competition in the telecommunication sector will improve the quality of the offered
services (see also table 4.20). See chapter 3 for an overview ofthe telecommunication sector.
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The customers see the 'Mobitel service' as a more than basic telecommunication service
(table 4.9). This confrrms the reason why they purchased a mobile: 'for convenience on the
move'.
Quite a few females (47%) became a Mobitel customer because ofsecurity reasons (table
4.10). They probably feel save knowing that they can make an emergency call if necessary.

Known and used services

known
(%)

used
(%)
..

itemised billing

71

voice mail

44

25

call waiting

17

9

call transfer

15

7

conference calling

15

4

911 emergency

62

24 hours helpline

43

7 days a week open

42

Table 4.11
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KNOWN AND USED SERVICES

Gender vs.
used Mobitel service

male

female

(%)

(%)

itemised billing

69

53

voice mail

28

6

call waiting

9

6

call transfer

6

6

conference call

4

6

Table4.12

GENDER VS. USED MOBHEL SERVICE
Significanee level: 0.058

'Itemised billing' is a standard billing procedure for Mobitel. The customers should all know
this service, even if they never asked for it (table 4.11 ). Is 'voice mail' too complicated to
use? Almost half of the people who know the service never used it. All other mentioned used
services are not very well known, so not used often. One can expect that by giving more
attention to the available services, traffic will increase with the same amount of customers.
This 'more attention' is possible when the department of Customer Service invests (more if
any) time in explaining the different services.
Gender does not influence the usage of the different services (table 4.12). The only
exception is the service 'voice mail'. lt seems that females are more reserved totalktoa
machine than males.
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percentage
population

percentage
sample

1994

18

13

1995

55

58

1996

27

29

Year of application

Table 4.13

YEAR OF APPLICATION

Gender vs.
year of application
male
female
Table 4.14

1994

1995

1996

(%)

(%)

(%)

100

90

77

0

6

22

GENDER VS. YEAR OF APPLICATION
Significanee level: 0.034

The number of clients that returned the questionnaire (sample, table 4.13) has the same
proportion as the months per year in the survey. The explanation is given in chapter 1
(figure 1.1).
Fema1es are relatively new costomers ofMobitel (table 4.14). It is good to be aware ofthis
phenomenon. As we have seen, this group has another reason to purchase a mobile. When
planning adverts one should take this into account.

Religion

frequency

percentage

Christian

82

47

Moslem

56

32

Hindu

21

12

other

9

5

Table 4.15

RELIGION

1994

1995

1996

(%)

(%)

(%)

Hindu

18

12

10

other

0

3

12

Year of application vs.
religion

Table4.16

YEAR OF APPLICATION VS. RELIGION
Significanee level: 0.061

According to [Cam92J "approximately thirty-two per cent ofthe population (in Tanzania)
adheres to traditional beliefs. Christians account for thirty-three per cent and Moslims,
mainly Sunni, make up the other thirty-five per cent, with a small minority ofHindus."
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The clientele of Mobitel consists of more Christians than would be expected from the
literature (table 4.15).
The number ofHindu customers slightly diminishes in time, while the number of customers
withother religions (Sihks, non-believers) increase in time (table 4.16).

Monthly iocome (fshs.)
less than 100,000

11

between 100,000 and 300,000

49

28

more than 300,000

90

51

18

10

no answer
Table 4.17

MONrnLY INCO:ME

Year of application vs.
monthly iocome (fshs.)
less than 100,000

1994

1995

1996

(%)

(%)

(%)

0

10

18

53

45

more than 300,000
55
Table4.18 YEAR OF APPLICATION VS. MONrnLY INCO:ME
Significanee level: 0.143

Nobody cao afford a mobile with a monthly income ofless than 100,000 (table 4.17). On
the one hand, it is possible that his employer provides a telephone. On the other hand, who
uses or needs a mobile having a 'less than 100,000' job? Another reason can be that a well
eaming husband takes care of the bills for his wife. Nevertheless, we assume that a few
clients are oot honest about their wages, maybe because of fear for the government's tax
department
Although it is assumed that quite some customers don't tell the truth about their monthly
income, it seems reasonable to conclude that the last customers earn, on average, less money
than those from 1994 (table 4.18). A Mobitel-phone seems to become more affordable.
Another point is that Mobitel started with a conneetion fee of US$ 400 in September 1994,
but now charges US$ 100.

Year of application vs.
reason for becoming a customer
other service oot satisfactory

1994

1995

1996

(%)

(%)

(%)

59

57

39

14
only mobile service available
41
27
Table 4.19 YEAR OF APPLICATION VS. REASON FOR BECOMING A CUSTO:MER
Significanee level: 0.129 and 0.023
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'Other services not satisfactory', and 'only mobile service available' as reason to purchase a
mobile diminish in time (table 4.19). This was already forecasted after analysing table 4.8.
Because other providers enter the market and TTCL impraves its network, the quality gets
better.

1994

1995

1996

(%)

(%)

(%)

23

12

10

8. fmancing, insurance

9

15

24

9. community- personal services

0

11

14

Year of application vs.
classifi.cation (ISIC) of company
3. manufacturing

Table 4.20

YEAR OF APPLICATION VS. CLASSIFICATION OF COMPANY
Significanee level: 0.081

The sector 'manufacturing' decreases while the sectors 'fmancing, insurance' and
'community- personal services' increase related to the year of application (table 4.20).

1994

1995

1996

(%)

(%)

(%)

subscription to TTCL

86

78

75

another subscription

41

14

12

Year of application vs.
subscription to another network

Table 4.21

YEAR OF APPLICATION VS. SUBSCRIPTION TO ANOTIIER NETWORK
Significanee level: 0.046

The last customers have less subscriptions to other networks, compared to the customers
from 1994 (table 4.21). lf they choose for Mobitel there is less chance that they also
subscribe toanother network. A reason may be that they earn less money (table 4.18) or they
have more faith in Mobitel.

Age (years)

frequency

percentage

20-29

30

17

30-39

51

29

40-49

63

36

over49

27

15

no answer

5

3

Table 4.22

AGE (YEARS)
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20-29

30-39

40-49

>49

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

voice mail

70

41

43

26

911 emergency

83

61

53

63

7 days a week open

57

53

33

26

Agevs.
knowledge of offered services

Table 4.23

AGE VS. KNOWLEDGE OF OFFERED SERVICES
Significanee level: 0.018, 0.079, 0.076

More than 60% ofthe customers is between 30 and 49 years old (table 4.22). The older the
customers the less they know the offered services 'voice mail', '911 emergency', and the
service '7 days a week open'(table 4.23).

4.3.2

Summary customer profile

0 General

•
•
•
•
•
•

age
·gender
religion
monthly income
first acquaintance Mobitel
reason to become a customer

• knowledge of services
• usage of services

between 30 and 49 years old (65%)
male (88%)
Christian (46%)
more than 300,000 Tshs. (51%)
personal relation or \vritten media (74%)
convenience on the move (63%), necessary
for work (61%) or other services not
satisfactory (52%)
margin al
marginal

0 Trends
• age
• gender
• monthly income
• first acquaintance Mobitel
• reason to become a customer

4.3.3

knowledge of service diminishes with age
females are relatively new customers
average income is decreasing with year of
application
friends and relatives get more important
competition influences reason

Customer's apinion on current and future issues

There are four items covered in 'current issues': the customer's opinion regarding:
• customer service,
• service rating,
• billing rate,
• general rating.
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Customer's opm1on is 'measured' in nineteen questions. In order to simplify the
interpretations, the possibility of decreasing the number of variables (questions) is
investigated. A common instrument for this kind of analyses is the 'factor analysis'. In
appendix I, the limiting conditions for the factor analysis are presented, and the nineteen
variables are compressed as far as possible. Result of this analysis is that four (main)
questions remain. Every itemwithits most explaining variabie (question) is presented
below. The five point answering scale, in the questionnaire, is compressed to a three point
scale in the tables.

Item
<question>

positive

neutral

negative

answer

[%]

customer service
<telephone
answering>
service rating
<fault reporting>
billing
<recording
accuracy>
general
<service provision>
Table4.24 OPINION

DO

42

30

15

13

35

21

13

31

42

30

15

13

48

24

12

15

Main problem for the interpretation of the tables given above is how to judge the 'neutral'
en 'no answer' reactions. To get around this limitation, the tables will only he used to
confirm the outcome (of clearer results) of the 'general remarks' at the end of this
paragraph.

yes

DO

don'tknow
no answer

(%)

(%)

(%)

I own or have access to a computer

80

19

1

I am interested in Internet (E-mail)

61

14

25

Computer

Table4.25

COMPUIER

Computer access vs.
interest in Internet

access
(%)

interested in Internet
88
Table 4.26 COMPUIER ACCESS VS. INTEREST IN iNTERNET
Significanee level: 0.037

no access
(%)

12

Mobitel's customers
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A majority of Mobitel's customers has access to a computer ánd a majority is interested in
Internet (table 4.25). Ofthe people interested in Internet, 88% has accesstoacomputer
(table 4.26). Maybe it is time to introduce a new service: entering the electrooie highway via
your mobile! It yields more traffic, without increasing the number of customers.
New services
It appears not to be easy for Mobitel's customers to come up "'ith new services. There were
63 responses, for 38 different 'services'. Some clients just wanted to improve existing
services. Others came up with typical GSM services, like roaming. Also mentioned were
already existing services like voice mail, itemised billing, and 911 emergency cal1s. More or
better information about current services is what one already saw in paragraph 4.3 .1 'known
and used services'. Because of the diversity of those remarks, we do not list them bere, but
in Appendix D.
Coverage
The 351 comments yielded more than 80 different locations where coverage should improve
or should be available. The top 10 is listed below. It is quite obvious that an additional cell
site or sectorisation in the city centre wouldn't be a luxury.

Location

# ofremarks

city centre

45

Sheraton hotel

12

Mbezi

28

Masaki

11

Pugu road

16

Kimara

10

'all places'

14

Msasani

9

Upanga

13

Zanzibar

9

Table 4.27

LOCATIONS WITII COVERAGE PROBLEMS

Location

# ofremarks

Next major town
Together with the expansion within Dar es Salaam region, Mobitel is planning to expand
its service toanother major town. To which town should Mobitel frrst go to? This question
yielded 484 remarks. lf one compares the number of inhabitants in a to\\'n with this top 5,
Mobitel should take another sequence in extending the network. The number of inhabitants
for the top five is added.
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Town

#of
#of
remarks inhabitants"'

Town

#of
remarks

Arusha

105

134,700

Mbeya

36

Mwanza

76

223,000

Morogoro

35

Tanga

45

187,200

'nationwide'

11

Moshi

44

<134,700

Iringa

10

Dodoma

38

203,800

'all major
towns'

10

Table 4.28

TOWNS TOGO TO
*[Tan96]

(;eneral remarks
At the end of the questionnaire, half a page was reserved for additional remarks. We divided
those remarks into positive, neutral, and negative remarks. Out of the 146 comments 18%
was positive, 25% neutral, and 58% negative!
The positive remarks show that the customer is pleased to fmd out that Mobitel interested
in their opinion, that they are just satisfied with the provided services by Mobitel.
Some neutral comments were:
• make the possibility to receive calls, even when the account is empty,
• more information about the possibilities of the equipment.
Most of the negative remarks deal with:
• charging unconnected calls, in other words: paying for the use of a telephone line and
not for having a conversation with someone,
• service generally overcharged or rates too high,
• poor reception or too much congestion,
• impolite customer service staff, lack of information to customers,
too soon disconnected (without waming), and many problerns with billing.
Most of those remarks are hard to check, except the repeatedly mentioned service provided
by customer service. We spent some hours at this office, pretending to read or wait for
someone. It happened more than once that the telephone (24 hour help desk) was not
answered or only after some time. The clients present at the office of custorner service spent
quite some time before being served. In the mean time the office was continuously visited
or passed by employees ofMobitel. The explanation is simple: because Mobitel suffers frorn
space shortage the billing departrnent, repair departrnent, marketing- and customer service
manager, and lately the technica! manager, are only approachable via customer service. And
ifthe elient bas the opportunity totalk to someone of customer service (who is sometirnes
equipped with chewing-gurn), heisnot treated as a king but as a problem causing custorner.
We know that the customers in Tanzania are not used to be treated as the royal farnily. And
we know that we exaggerate the above mentioned situation, but is it not good to improve
custorner service in a time when Mobitel is not the only mobile service provider anyrnore?
Superb service providing can distinguish Mobitel frorn other providers. Srniles and friendly
words are for free!

Public apinion concerning Mobitel
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Summary customer's apinion

customer service
billing service and rating
new servree
coverage should improve in
next major town

4.4

negative
accuracy good, rates too high
Internet (61%)
city centre (45 remarks)
Arusha (76 remarks)

Public apinion concerning Mobitel
Mobitel's staff, and especially the marketing manager, is interested in what 'the man on the
street' thinks of Mobitel and telecommunication in general. The survey used as data
colleerion method an structured, oral street interview. There are four parts to distinguish in
the questionnaires: general characteristics of the interviewed person, opinions regarding
offered telecommunication services, usage of the telephone, and issues related to Mobitel.
Only the most useful results are presented in subparagraph 4.4.1., all results are given in
Appendix K.
Outcome
At frrst some tables are presented. They will he foliowed by conclusions.

Gender

frequency

percentage

male

145

74

female

51

26

Table 4.29

GENDER RESPONDENTS STREET INTERVIEWS

Age (years)

frequency

percentage

under 20

2

1

20-29

46

23

30-39

102

52

40-49

38

19

over49

8

4

Table4.30

AGE RESPONDENTS STREET INTERVIEWS
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Religion

frequency

percentage

Christian

157

80

Moslem

34

17

5

3

Hindu
Table 4.31

RELIGION RESPONDENTS STREET IN'TERVIEWS

The sample seems to be fairly competent with the customer's profile given in 4.3. The
greatest difference occurs in religion (table 4.31 ). The reason of this difference could be that
the interviewer is a Christian. But a public secret in Tanzania is that the business world is
controlled by Christians. So it is possible that the potential costomers are mainly Christians.

Possession of a telephone

frequency

percentage

TTCL

69

35

Tritel

7

4

both TTCL and Tritel

12

6

104

53

frequency

percentage

very good/good

2

2

fair

25

28

62

70

none of the above
Table 4.32 POSSESSION OF A TELEPHONE

Opinion regarding the
telecommunication sector

werudpoor
Table 4.33

OPINION REGARDING THE TELECOMMUNICATION SECTOR

Ofthe interviewed people, 45% possess a telephone (table 4.32). The sampling succeeded
in fmding a group of Tanzanians that has more than the 'average' Tanzanian access to a
telephone. Most of the responses conceming the situation in the Tanzanian
telecommunication sector were negative (table 4.33). The here mentioned costomers are
especially not satisfied with complaints handling and time to get a subscription by TTCL
(see appendix K).

Knowied ge of Mobitel

frequency

percentage

yes, I heard about Mobitel

183

93

no, I never heard about Mobitel

12

6

Table 4.34

KNOWLEDGE OF MOBITEL
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Recommendations for the different departments of Mobitel

Acquaintance with Mobitel

frequency

percentage

television commercial

117

64

friend/relative

110

60

newspaper advert

102

56

advert on pubtic transport

32

17

salesman

9

Table4.35

ACQUAINTANCE WITH MOBI1EL

Mobitel is very well known within the area of Dar es Salaam (table 4.34). The most
powerfut marketing instrument is not obvious, but adverts on television or in newspapers
have been seen. Social contacts arealso important (table 4.35).
The most important reason not to be a customer of Mobitel is of course the reason 'too
expensive'. If they had the opportunity to become a elient it will be for the 'easy, fast, or
efficient' way of communication.
Concluding remarks concerning publicopinion

In general the interviewed people are not satisfied with the telecommunication service
offered in Tanzania. Those people are acquainted with Mobitel, but do not have the financial
resources to purebase a Mobitel.

4.5

Recommendations for the different departments of Mobitel
Following the presentation of the data and conclusions derived from this data, more practical
recommendations are given in this paragraph. Because the recommendations deal with
different departments within Mobitel, they are divided into marketing, customer service, and
technica! recommendations. The enumeration is presented with fading priority for every
department An indication for the necessary time and expenditures are, if possible, included.

Marketing

1.

Using the customer profile, it is possible to select the market segment Mobitel wants
to concentrate on. There are general segments like 'age group 30- 39' or 'females'.
More sophisticated market segments are: 'male Christians' or 'young heavy users'.
Combine the different segments with, for example, 'frrst acquaintance with Mobitel'
and adjust the market instruments.

2.

Investigate the link between 'cost of marketing instrument' and 'first acquaintance
with Mobitel'. This will yield the most effective marketing instrument for every
category in the survey.

3.

Repeat this kind of survey every year, if possible in cooperation with other
departments.
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Execution of the first and second item will cost the manager one day each, without further
costs. Repetition ofthe survey, especially 'Mobitel's customers', costs around $200 and a
week time. Entering and analysing the data takes three weeks time and the costs of
purchasing the statistica! program..

Customer service
I.

Educate the employees of customer service in how to treat the customers. Spend half
a day every week using the experience of the manager of this department A role play
is the most suited instrument for this type of education.

2.

Educate the new customers of Mobitel in using the offered services. A technica!
manual ofthe purchased equipment will hardly be read. A technica! skilied employee
can spend five days a week teaching those people. It is wise to select groups in
advance, for example young customers, Moslems or fcmales.
A ncwsletter with latest information regarding Mobitel, should be provided, for the
(interested) customer. This will keepthem 'up-to-date'.
Another stimulating measure can be free usage of a service for a given period of time.
For example frce call transfer service during frrst month of subscription.

3.

Repcat this kind of survey every year, if possible in consultation with other
dcpartmcnts. Find out if thc here presented measurements have effect on the usage
of thc offcrcd services.

Item one and two only require personncl (costs). For item 3, sec thc above mentioned
rcmarks. At MIC Tanzania Ltd. thc marketing manager is also the customer service
manager.
Taking into account the number of realised promises and interest in this survey, we do not
expect that this department will adopt thc rccommendations, unfortunatcly.

Technica! recommendations
1.

Coverage in thc city ccntre should he improved. Mobitel made the frrst steps in
November/December by sectorising the Oystcrbay base station. Bcsidcs, it would be
useful to involve a company specialised in coverage area measurements.

2.

Partly executed is coverage in other major towns. The top five is: Arusha, Mwanza,
Tanga, Moshi, and Dodoma. The management agrecd with this top fivc. Arusha will
be covered within a few weeks.

3.

Thc new service 'entering Internet with your mobile' needs to be investigated. Many
clicnts are interested in this service, and have access to a computer. Howcver, one has
to keep in mind that the data communication possibilities of the ETACS system are
Iimitcd.

To obtain a software-programme, which forecasts the coverage area, will cost Mobitel
around US$ 50,000. To employ a (western) company to do this kind of research would be
even more expensive, and takes about two weeks. Another (cheaper)option is to drive
around Dar es Salaam and measurc the signa! strcngth with a mobile.

Recommendations for the different departments of Mobitel
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Chapter 5

Expansion to rural areas: village pay-phones

O

ne ofthe govemment's policy objectives is to ensure that telecommunication services
are provided to as many people as is economically justifiable in both rural and urban
areas (see also paragraph 3.4). However, realistically, only very few operators can he
expected to sustain development and work towards profit in an exclusively rural territory.
As indicated in a World Bank spousored telecommunications policy study for Tanzania
[Car95J, to he attractive to a private investor, the operating environment will need to have an
adequate mix of business and residential customers. This customer mix is the only one likely
to generate sufficient traffic to enable adequate revenues to cover costs and, eventually,
prove profitability. In Tanzania, an adequate urban/rural customer mix could he obtained
by either giving rural operators the right to provide services in one or more regional towns
and the surrounding rural areas or, to force urban operators to expand to rural areas as part
of a, government imposed, universa! service obligation.
Mobitel, as an urban operator, reekons with the possibility of a universa! service obligation.
Without this obligation, Mobitel wants to use the expansion to rural areas around Dar es
Salaam to improve its reputation and of course, if possible, to make money.
This chapter examines the feasibility of using Mobitel pay-phones for providing telephone
services in rural villages around Dar es Salaam.

5.1

Village pay-phone concept
Extension ofMobitel services to the rural areas around Dar es Salaam could he realised by
increasing the number of cellsites (base stations) in these areas. However, this would require
major investments since one has to cover an enormous area (which requires a lot of sites,
especially in hilly terrain). For example, 945 km2 of the Dar es Salaam region exists of rural
territory. Furthermore, the return on investment would he too low because there are not
enough users in the rural areas; people in rural areas simply cannot afford a mobile
telephone. In other words, this solution is - as seen from an economical point of view - not
feasible.
Another solution could be the implementation of pay-phones in rural villages. Providing
such a 'shared service' is very attractive for rural communities because the costs can also
he shared. Mobitel could provide pay-phones in rural villages and linkthem totheir (urban)
network. This concept is illustrated in figure 5.1.
cellsrte

Urban area

Figure 5.1

VILLAGE PAY-PHONE CONCEPT
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The proposed Mobitel village pay-phone is a so-called fixed-mobile system (the
appropriateness offixed mobile services has been discussed in chapter 2). This means that
the mobile station has a fixed position. The term mobile refers to the use of a radio link
between the pay-phone and the base station.
The fixed-mobile system yields a number of advantages:
•

Extended coverage: the coverage area can be extended with the use of a directional
(e.g., Yagi) antenna. The mobile station antenna can be raised to several metresto
create a line-of-sight with a base station antenna. In this way, a large number of rural
villages can be reached without the need to add base stations. This means less initia!
investments for Mobitel,

•

Easy to install: the system consists of a small unit. There is no physical conneetion
between the pay-phone and the base station. The power needed can be provided by
either rnains or solar cells.

•

Easy to remove: if the return on investment turns out to be too low, the pay-phone
can easily and inexpensively be removed and installed at another location.

The feasibility of imptementing Mobitel pay-phones in rural villages surrounding Dar es
Salaam largely depends on the demand for this kind of service. Demand, in its turn, depends
on the extend to which the system answers to the wishes of the potential user. A survey5
has been used to identify these wishes. The results of this survey are used in the following
paragraphs. Complete results of the survey are presented in Appendix L.

5.2

Need assessment
In order to identify the need for a Mobitel pay-phone in the villages surrounding Dar es
Salaam it is important to investigate the current telephone use. Currently, 88% of the
respondents O\\n or have access to a telephone. Table 5.1 shows the kind of telephone they
have access to.

Kind of telephone

frequency

percentage

TTCL pay-phone

54

45

TTCL telephone, owned by a friend

37

31

TTCL phone, owned by respondent

7

6

Table5.1

TELEPHONE ACCESS

A surprisingly high percentage of the respondents already have access to a pay-phone.
Given the fact that they also frequently make use of these pbones (table 5.17) raises the
question whether it is necessary to provide Mobitel pay-phones in the villages. Variables
related to distance, time and alternative means of communication and attitude toward the
importance of telephones have to be introduced to fmd the answer.

35

The methodologv applied in this survev is described in oaragraph 1.2.
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Table 5.2 shows the distance respondents have to travel to reach a telephone. Although it
is obvious that someone who owns a telephone does not have to travel far to reach this
telephone, it gives an indication of the reliability of the given answers.

<1

1-5

5+-1o

>10

km

km

km

km

TTCL pay-phone

16

10

13

60

TTCL phone, owned by a friend

16

19

8

57

TTCL phone, owned by respondent

100

Kind of telephone vs.
travel distance

Table5.2

[%]

KIND OF TELEPHONE VS. 1RAVEL DISTANCE

The time that the respondents spend to reach the telephone and the means of transport they
use are presented in table 5.3 and 5.4.

Kind of telephone vs.
travel time

< 15

15-30 30+-60

>60

min

min

min

min

TTCL pay-phone

21

7

24

49

TTCL phone, owned by a friend

16

19

14

44

TTCL phone, owned by respondent

100

Table 5.3

[%]

KIND OF TELEPHONE VS. 1RAVEL TIME

walking

bicycle

dala dala
(local bus)

TTCL pay-phone

16

3

81

TTCL telephone, owned by a friend

16

3

81

TTCL phone, owned by respondent

100

Kind of telephone vs.
means of transport

Table 5.4

[%)

KIND OF TELEPHONE VS. MEANS OF 1RANSPORT

In genera!, the respondents spend a lot of time to reach a telephone. The fact that the main
means of transport is alocal bus confmns that they possibly have to travel a lot more than
10 kilometres (i.e. to other villages). More important, the fact that they are willing to spend
that amount of time (and money because they have to pay for transport) to reach a telephone
indicates the importance of, or need for telephone services.

Another indication ofthe need for telephone services is given by the fact that 70 per cent of
the respondents (table L.36) can imagine using a telephone as an alternative means of
communication. This means that the respondents would be prepared to use a telephone to
convey a message insteadof a visit, postal service or messengers. Incidently, the respondent,
in this way, could save time and money. This will be discussed in paragraph 5.6.
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A third indication of the need for telephone services is the attitude of the respondents
towards the importance oftelephones. If a respondent does not distinguishes the importance
of a telephone, it is unlikely that he or she will need a telephone.

lmportance of the telephone for

important

not
important

private life

97

3

business

66

24

village

92

8

Tanzania

98

2

Table5.5

IMPORTANCE OF TIIE TELEPHONE

Consiclering the preceding, it is clear that there is a demand for telephone services according
to the respondents. Mobitel pay-phones could provide these services in the respondent's
village. What kind of configuration should be used is subject of the next paragraphs.

5.3

System requirements
The system requirements are divided into two groups of variables. The first group
determines the type of pay-phone, the second group of variables describes the requirements
for the location of the pay-phone. Besides, the system has to comply to the general system
requirements presented in paragraph 2.1.

5.3.1

Pay-phone type

There are two options for installing pay-phones in a village. The frrst option is to make use
of a public call office. In this case the pay-phone is located indoorsin a post-office, police
station, store or other public place. The second option is a stand alone configuration which
is located outdoors either in the open air or in a phone booth.
The type of pay-phone to be chosen is determined by the following variables:
•
•
•
•

availability,
demand for extra services,
influence of an operator,
metbod of payment.

Availability
Pay-phones located in public call offices (shops, post-office, etc.) are, in genera!, only
available during daytime business hours. This obviously reduces some of the potential
emergency call benefits. Stand alone pay-phones are available 24 hours a day.
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Outcome survey
Time of the day pay-phone must be
available

frequency

percentage

24 hours a day

103

86

business hours + evening

15

13

business hours

1

1

no answer

1

1

frequency

percentage

7 days a week

110

92

working days

3

3

no answer

7

6

frequency

percentage

116

97

notimportant

2

2

no answer

2

2

Tab Je 5.6

AV AILABILITY: TIME OF 1HE DAY

Days of the week the pay-phone must be
available

Table 5.7

AV AILABILITY: DAYS OF 1HE WEEK

Importance of a telephone in case of
emergencies
important

Tab Je 5.8

AV AILABILITY: EMERGENCY CASES

The respondents clearly distinguish the importance of a telephone in case of emergencies.
This is confirmed by the fact that they want the pay-phone to be available 24 hours a day
and seven days a week. A stand alone configuration satisfies this need.

De mand for extra services
The advantage of a public call office is that extra services like fax can be provided.
Providing this kind of service with a stand alone configuration is too expensive since special
equipment (vandal proof and weather proof) would be needed.
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Outcome survey

Usage of fax equipment

frequency

percentage

DO

110

92

yes

7

6

no answer

3

3

frequency

percentage

important

4

3

not important

95

80

no answer

21

18

Tab)e 5.9

USAGE OF FAX EQUIPMENT

Importance of fax for business

Tab Je 5.10

IMPORTANCE OF FAX FOR BUSINESS

The respondents do not express the need for extra services. However, in the future, it is
possible that the villagers do need extra services. One should bare in mind that the public
call officescan easily be 'upgraded' to provided these extra services. For the time being, it
is clear that basic telephone service wilt satisfy the needs of the majority of the people. Basic
telephone service can be provided by both the pubtic eaU office and the stand alone
configuration.

Injluence ofan operator (only in pub/ie cal! offices)
The influence of an operator can be as well positive as negative. On the one hand, they can
directly assist people to use the telephone. This could stimulate inexperienced villagers to
use the service. On the other hand, the operator could intervene in someone's private life.
Outcome survey
As mentioned before, most of the respondents do or did use a telephone and thus should
knowhow to operate it. These 'experienced' people could demonstrate less experienced
people how to operate the pay-phone.

Do you mind if others listen to what you
are saying while phoning?

frequency

percentage

yes

74

62

no

45

38

1

1

no answer
Table 5.11

PRIVACY: EAVESDROPPING
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Would you discuss the message with an
operator?

frequency

percentage

DO

111

93

yes

8

7

no answer

1

1

Table 5.12

PRIVACY: OPERATOR INVOLVEMENT

Table 5.11 and 5.12 indicate that the respondents appreciate privacy. This means that an
operator is not desirable.

Method ofpayment

A pay-phone, in genera!, accepts coins or encoded credit cards. The use of card-phones
would solve a number of problems which arise is rural areas. For instance, they are less
likely to be vandalised and they avoid the need for the operating entity to organise the
collection of coins. An additional advantage is that the customer pays befare the eaU is
made.
In public call offices, it is also possible to introduce a system which requires payment to the

owner befare or after use.
Outcome survey
Metbod of payment

frequency

percentage

card (pre-paid)

61

51

coms

22

18

does not matter

30

25

7

6

no answer
Table 5.13

METHOD OF PAYMENT

The results show that 76 per cent of the respondents would be prepared to pay by means of
a (pre-paid) card. This card could be sold by the owners of a public eaU office or by shop
owners in case of a stand alone configuration.
Considering the whole, the outcome ofthe survey clearly indicates that the respondent's
needs could he satisfied most with a stand alone configuration. Disadvantage of a normal
stand alone configuration is that it does not allow incoming calls. However, Mobitel is able
to overcome this drawback. This salution is described in paragraph 5.4.
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5.3.2

Pay-phone location

The location ofthe pay-phone is determined by:
•
•
•

maximum distance one is prepared to travel to reach a pay-phone,
maximum time one is prepared to spend to reach a pay-phone,
user preferences for a specific location in the investigated villages.

Maximum distance
A major constraint on pay-phone usage is the location of the pay-phone re1ative to the
location where the villager lives (Sau94]. In general, the farther a person lives from a payphone, the 1ess frequent he or she will use it, if at all.
Outcome survey
Maximum distance prepared to travel
to pay-phone

frequency

percentage

between 0 and 1 km

93

78

between 1+ and 2 km

16

13

between 2+ and 5 km

9

8

between 5+ and 10 km

2

2

Table 5.14

MAXIMUM DISTANCE PREPARED TO TRAVEL TO PAY-PHONE

Maximum time
The time spend to reach a pay-phone is directly related to the distance between the payphone and the location where the villager lives. In general, the more time a person has to
spent to reach a pay-phone, the less frequent he or she \Vill use it, if at all.
Outcome survey
Note that the data in table 5.15 is basedon walking as means of transport.

Time willing to spent to reach
a pay-phone

frequency

percentage

0- 15 minutes

87

73

15+- 30 minutes

19

16

30+ - 60 minutes

5

4

60+ - 120 minutes

1

1

no answer

8

7

Table 5.15

TIME WILLING TO SPENT TO REACH A PAY -PHONE
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User preforences regarding location

In every village, the question was asked what the best location for the pay-phone would be.

Three locations were clearly pointed out. These are the bus stop, the police station and
shopping areas. According to the villagers, these locations meet the requirements of security
and accessibility.
Consiclering the foregoing, a pay-phone located at a central point in a village (i.e. relatively
close to every respondent) is preferred by the respondents.

5.3.3

Additional requirements

Since the system has to operate in a rural environment, it also should comply with the
general requirements mentioned in paragraph 2.1.4. Summarising, these are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
5.3.4

low power consumption,
self diagnostic capabilities,
easy maintenance,
theft and vandal proof,
weathcr proof,
low cost.

Summary of system requirements

0 Pay-phone type

• availability
• extra services
• operator
• metbod of payment

24 hours a day
7 days a weck
none
not necessary I not desirabie
card (pre-paid)

Suitable pay-phonc type

stand alone configuration

0 Pay-phone location
• maximum distance
• maximum time
• preferred location

I km

15 minutes
bus stop, police station or shopping
area

0 Additional requirements

• low power consumption
• sclf diagnostic capabilities
• easy maintenance

• theft and vandal proof
• weather proof
• low cost
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lt is obvious that the requirements expressed by the respondentscan only be met with a
stand alone configuration. The desire to have the pay-phone within a range of one kilometre
is not realistic for the time being. The Tanzanian pay-phone strategy (paragraph 3.3) aims
at the availability of one pay-phone in each village or at least within 10 to 15 kilometres.
Mobitel should therefore concentrate on the provision of one pay-phone per village. This
will also benefit the diffusion of telephone service availability in the areas surrounding Dar
es Salaam: it is better to instaU 10 pay-phones in 10 different villages than 10 pay-phone
in one village.

5.4

Technical realisation
This paragraph presents the technica! realisation of a pay-phone system which complies to
the requirements as mentioned in the previous paragraph.

5.4.1

Contiguration

Technically, the stand alone pay-phone configuration consists ofthree components (figure
5.2):

•
•
•

a pay-phone,
cellular interface,
directional antenna.

Figure 5.2

Yagi antenna

STAND ALONE PAY-PHONE CONFIGURATION

Note that the solarpanel is optional. The use ofsolar energy is discussed in paragraph 5.4.2.
The cellular interface, or cellular radio transceiver, makes that the pay-phone- or any other
standard telecommunication equipment, for that matter - can be used in the cellular network
as if it were a wireline network. Some companies provide a unit in which the pay-phone and
the cellular interface are integrated.

Technica! realisation
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An example of a pay-phone which could be used in the Mobitel pay-phone is the BRIGHT

LXIOOO wireless public telephone. This pay-phone has an integral cellular transceiver,
standby power loss battery, prepay debit card reader and visual prompts that are
multilingual. The visual prompts (in Kiswahili) can be used to guide the (inexperienced)
user through the processof making a call (like "piek up the phone", "insert the card", "dial
the number", etc.). A armored handset, vandal resistant loek and a coated metal case make
the pay-phone both vandal and weather proof
A directional antenna is used to convey the radio signa! to a base station. Advantages of a
fixed directed antenna position have been discussed before. The height and direction must
be adjusted in such a way that the antenna is aimed at a base station. Important to note is
that, in many cases, it is possible to obtain service from more than one base station. In this
case, the antenna should be aimed at the base station which carries the minimum amount
of traflic in order to prevent congestion.
Mobitel's range ofproducts includes two types of directional antennae which could be used
for the pay-phone. They are called "Yagi" antennae (name of the inventor) and are available
in a 9 dBd and a 12 dBd version. A Yagi antenna (figure 5.3) consists of a driven element
(which is pointed towards the radiation source, i.e. base station) with directors mounted in
front of the feed point. The directors focus the signal to a narrow target. More elements
(directors) provide a narrower (more directional) radiation pattern. The choice between the
9 dBd and 12 dBd version dcpends on the distance between the antenna and the base station.
The benefit of a higher antennae gain is quantified in appendix H.

Figure 5.3

5.4.2

Y AG! ANTENNA

Power supply

The pay-phone (including the cellular interface) mentioned before is equipped with a power
system which consists of a dual mode power supply and an internat back-up battery. This
will enable (limited) continued use of the system in case of a power failure. However, most
of the villages in the survey, and Tanzania in genera!, barely have access to the national
dectricity grid. Therefore, an alternative energy souree must be devised in order to provide
power to the pay-phone.
Of all the alternatives for energy sources, solar energy seems to have very attractive
advantages:
•
•
•

solar energy abound in Tanzania,
solar energy is free, and inexhaustible,
solar energy has proven to be cost effective, reliable, practical and safe as compared
toother altematives.

The Bright LXI 000 pay-phone optionally can be equipped with a solar panel to operate
completely independent from the national electricity grid. This will benefit the reliability of
the systcm but also increases the initial investment costs.
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5.4.3

Virtual telephony

The survey revealed that the respondents want to he able to receive calls (table 5 .16).

Importance of receiving calls

frequency

percentage

110

92

not important

7

6

no answer

3

important

Table 5.16

llvlPORTANCE OF RECEIVING CALLS

In case of a public call office, the operator can transfer an incoming message to the related
person. 82% of the respondents would not mind if the operator acts as a service-hatch. This
confirms the importants of incoming calls.

A stand alone pay-phone nonnally does not allow incoming calls. However, the new Mobitel
switch (see also paragraph 4.2) is able to provide a solution for this problem. It is called
virtual telephony.
With virtual telephony, a virtual telephone subscriber is assigned to a private phone number
that "rings" directly toa voice mail box in which eaUers can leave recorded messages. To
reply to, and retrieve those messages, the subscriber has to call in from a pay-phone - or
from any other (pay) phone anywhere in the world, for that matter - dialing an identification
number and a password. Although the system does not allow real time conversations, it
certainly satisfies the need to he able to receive calls. This will stimulate the use of payphone services.
Virtual telephony already proved its value in Vietnam [Yab96J and could also help Tanzania
(read TTCL) tomeet the challenge ofproviding a ubiquitous telephone services.
For Mobitel, the provision of virtual telephone services would definitely enlarges the
chances for a successful implementation of their pay-phones. However, organisational
aspects (like how to subscribe and how to pay) and technica! aspects (like the required
number of extra voice mail boxes) have to he carefully considered.

5.5

Traffic foracast
The most important item for Mobitel that influences the decision for 'going rural' is the
traffic that can he expected from those areas. In the survey the villagers have been asked
about their current telephone usage. With this information a traffic forecast will he
formulated for the 120 respondentsin theseven visited villages. The unit in which the
forecast is doneis call minutesper day. The reader should keep in mind that this is only an
indication for the expected traffic! The proof of the pudding is in the eating. Mobitel should
test the here presented results by instaHing one or more pay-phones.
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Traffic forecast

In 5.5.2 a calculation has been made ofthe traffic within Mobitel's coverage area. The
outcome of the 'village traffic' will be translated to the whole area. The features of the
sample and literature will be used to improve the quality of the traffic forecast of the
coverage area of Mobitel. It is not surprising that an indication of the traffic of the
respondentsin the villages only yields an indication ofthe total traffic within the coverage
area.

5.5.1

Traffic forecast respondents

The traffic forecast has been done in four preparatory stages. The frrst stage deals with the
number of calls per week. The length of the ealls is the second stage. The third part is the
distribution of the ealls over the day and over the week. Last preparatory stage is the
destination of the ealls. The resulted traffie is presented in a table at the end of this
paragraph. All figures are taken from the survey. The respondents with a own TTCL phone
are excluded from this ealculation. It is not expeeted that those villagers will use the payphone installed in their village.

Calls per week
Number of calls in a week

frequency

percentage

0-2 times

53

47

3-6 times

37

33

7- 10 times

5

4

more than 10 times

2

2

no answer

16

14

Table 5.17

NlJMBER OF CALLS IN A WEEK

To simplifY the ealculations, we assume that 50% of the respondents ealls zero to two times
a week, and 33% eaUs three to six times a week (the remaining 13% eaUs zero times). The
range of number of eaUs make it hard to do ealeulations. Those ranges are also simplified.
The range '0 - 2 times' ean be best summarised by 'onee a week' aceording to the
interviewers. For the same reason, the range '3 - 6 eaUs a week' is taken as three eaUs a
week.

Length ofthe calls
Estimated length of call

frequency

percentage

between 0 and 2 minutes

10

9

between 3 and 5 minutes

68

60

more than 5 minutes

33

29

no answer

2

2

Table 5.18

ESTIMA1ED LENGTil OF CALL
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For the calculation, the assumption has been made that 60% of the calls have a duration of
four minutes, and 30% a duration of six minutes. The remaining 10% ofthe calls have a
duration of one minute.
Call distribution: time
Time of the day one calls

frequency

percentage

before 11:00

50

21

between 11:00 and 13:00

42

17

between 13:01 and 15:00

37

15

between 15:01 and 17:00

53

22

after 17:00

59

24

Table 5.19

TIME OF TI1E DAY ONE CALLS

The calls are proportionally distributed over the mentioned time periods within the day.

Day(s) ofthe week one prefers to call

frequency

all days

50

weekend days

27

24

no answer

21

19

Table 5.20

DAY(S) OF TIIE WEEK ONE PREFERS TO CALL

There is no clear day in the week to point out when calls will be made. An equal call
distribution over the days of the week will be assumed.
Call distribution: destination

The main destinations, in decreasing order, are: Dar es Salaam city, regional calls, and calls
to major towns in Tanzania. All answers to this question are presentedinappendix L.
Traffic calculation

The above mentioned figures have been used to give a frrst indication of the summarised
trafEe from 113 respondents. This is done by calculation of the number of calls, and by the
call duration.
Number of calls
Duration
Traffic

(50%*113*1) + (33%*113*3)
(60%*169*4) + (30%*169*6) + (10%*169*1)

=

169 calls/week

= 711 min/week
=

102 min/day
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0 Traffic Jarecast respondents
• Calls per week

50% once a week
33% three times a week
60% have a duration of 4 minutes
30% have a duration of 6 minutes
10% have a duration of 1 minute
proportional within the day
proportional within the week
Dar es Salaam, regional and major
towns

• Length of the calls

• Call distribution, time
• Call distribution, destination

• Traffic of 113 respondents

5.5.2

102 minutes per day

Traffic forecast coverage area

Knowing the amount of traflic generated by the 113 respondents in seven villages, it is now
time to make a traffic prediction for the whole coverage area of Mobitel. This prediction is
not a simpIe multiplication of the traffic of one person with the number of inhabitants within
the coverage area. Some limitations have to be taken into account.
To predict the traffic within the coverage area, the following calculations have to be done:
• number of inhabitants older than 14 years in rural villages,
• number of families in rural villages,
• correction factor for the sample: education.
Rural villagers within coverage area

The coverage area covers two regions, Dar es Salaam region and coast region. This is
described in appendix H. Coast region encloses five districts, four districts are covered by
Mobitel. The covered districts are: Kibaha, Kisarawe, Ruftii, and Bagamoyo district. All
districts in Dar es Salaam region are covered. Kinondoni, Ilala, and Temeke. In table 5.21
the number of inhabitants, rural wards, and rural villages is given per district. As defined
in chapter 1, only villagers older than 14, are part ofthe population.
Administrative organisation
of the different districts

# ofrural
wards

# ofrural
villages

# rural
inhabitants

Kibaha

5

29

26,097

Kisarawe

17

125

80,560

Ruftii

14

89

58,995

Bagamoyo

13

74

70,880

Kinondoni

5

17

33,591

Ilala

3

9

13,540

Temeke

8

27

27,539

Total

65

370

311,202

Table 5.21

NUMBER OF 'RURAL' INHABITANTS

Source:

[Sen88]
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So, the number of rural villagers, of 15 years of age or older, within the coverage area of
Mobitel, in 1988 is 311,202. This results, with an average annual growth rate of2.8%, in
1996 in around 388,00036 villagers.

Number offamilies within the coverage area

On average a family in Dar es Salaam region consistsof 4.3 memhers [Sta96]. Fortyper cent
is younger than 15 years, so a family consistsof 2.6 memhers above 14 years of age.
Approximately, the area oomprises 149,00037 families. The assumption is made that at least
the 'head of the family', i.e. the oldest male, will use the telephone. He will be responsible
for business matters. The hypothesis is supported by the customer profile presented in
chapter 4. Conflicting with this assumption, a survey in Botswana indicated that 72% of the
pay-phone users were females [Cla90]. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that only one
person in a family will use the village pay-phone.
In paragraph 5.6 three scenarios for the cost/benefit analysis are presented. One of the
scenarios assumes that two persons in a family will make use of the pay-phone. This yields
the 'high demand scenario'. In other words, the choice ofhow many persons in a family use
the pay-phone is not important here.

Correction factor for the sample: education
Their is one feature in the sample which is significantly higher than the values presented in
the census [Bur9l]. This is the 'highest received education' feature. The differences are
described in table 5.22

Highest received education

sample

Dar es
Salaam
region

Co ast
region

none

3

22

56

primary school

69

59

42

secondary school

19

14

1

more than secondary school

9

5

1

Table 5.22

HIGHEST RECEIVED EDUCATION

This intended deviation is caused by the instructions of the interviewers. They were asked
to interview persons with more than average received education. Reason for this instruction
was that this group is expected to be the main users ofthe village pay-phone.
More than 95% of the respondents (sample) received a form of education. The percentage
ofpeople in the coast district having at least primary education is 50%. Most rural villagers
are living in this district. The correction factor for the sample regarding education is 0.5.

36

Population 1996 = population 1988

37

1RR 000 divided bv 2.6

* (1 + annual growth rate)'' (number ofyears)
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0 Trajjic forecast coverage area (per village)

•
•
•
•
•

5.6

rural villagers above 14 years old
number of families
number of villages
average number of families in a village
calling memhers in a family

388,000
149,000
370
403
1

Traffic forecast respondents

0.9 min/day/resp.

• correction factor sample: education
• average call duration

0.5
4.3 minutes

Traffic forecast coverage area

181 min/day/village
42 calls/day/village

Cast I benefit analyses
There are two main parties which might benefit from the provision of pay-phones. First of
all there is Mobitel which also has to install, operate and maintain the pay-phones. It is
important for Mobitel to know how long it will take before the invested capita! will be
retumed. The other party comprises the villagers who will use the pay-phones. The benefits
for the Tanzanian telecommunication sector and for Tanzania as a whole are not part of this
discussion; they will be reviewed in chapter 6.
Due to time limitations, it has not been possible to gather all the data (actual figures)
necessruy to perform a feasibility study. Purpose of this paragraph is, therefore, to give an
indication of the costs and benefits of in stalling Mobitel pay-phones in villages around Dar
es Salaam.

5.6.1

Costs I benefits Mobitel

The benefits for Mobitel are twofold. First, installing pay-phones in rural villages will
improve Mobitel's reputation. Showing initiative in less-profitable areas will be appreciated
and consequently attracts more (urban) customers (i.e. indirect revenues).
Secondly, revenues, obtained from the users of the pay-phones, directly benefit Mobitel and
can be used to the cover in vestment costs. An estimation of the revenues to be accrued by
Mobitel is given below.
The revenues accrued by these calls depend on the call charge. It is expected that most of
the traffic generated by the villagers is from the mobile network (pay-phone) to the landline
(TieL) network. Mobitel has to pay for using this TTCL landline network. Normally, these
costs are charged directly to the customer. For instance, if a customer makes a call from
his!her mobile to a friend, who lives 250 kilometres further away and owns a TTCL
tèlephone, he/she has to pay Tshs 200 for using the Mobitel network plus 120 Tshs for
using the TTCL network (prices are per minute). These toll charges also have to be included
in the pay-phone charges (more on this later).
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In order to deterrnine the tari:ffs Mobitel should handle for providing pay-phone services, the

respondents were asked what they are willing to pay per minute (table 5.23).

frequency

percentage

less than 100 Tshs

69

58

between 100 and 200 Tshs

36

30

more than 200 Tshs

15

13

Maximum call charge according to the
respondents

Table 5.23

MAXIMUM CALL CHARGE RESPONDENTS

Next, the respondents had to judge Mobitel's possible charge of 200 Tshs per minute
(including the TTCL toll tariff).

How do you judge Mobitel's charge of
200 Tshs per minute?

frequency

percentage

acceptable

66

55

equal

27

23

not acceptable

27

23

Table 5.24

JUDGEMENT MOBI1EL CHARGE

Given the fact that one quarter ofthe respondents reject Mobitel's proposalto charge 200
Tshs per minute and 88 per cent do notwant to pay more than 200 Tshs indicates that
Mobitel's (average) charge should be less than Tshs 200. The 200 Shillings are average
because the charge depends on the radial distance between the calling and called party.
Mobitel should consider charging on average Tshs 180.
The survey revealed that 50 per cent ofthe respondents call within a radial distance of30
to 150 km (appendix L). The other 50 per cent will, for convenience' sake, be categorised
as calling within 150 to 510 km. Besides, 25 per cent of the eaUs are made during "off
peak" hours (table 5.19). Consequently, the average call charge ofTshs 180 could lead to
the following charges per radial distance (table 5.25)38 • Note that the cheap rate applies
Monday to Friday from 6.00 pm to 7.00 am and from Saturday 2.00 pm to Monday 7.00 am.
The two different rates are introduced to stimulate "off-peak" telephone traffic.

38

Average (per minute) call charge =
0.5 * ((standard rate 30 to 150 km* 0.75) + (standard rate 150 to 510 km* 0.25))
+ 0.5 * ((cheaorate 30 to 150 km* 0.75) +(cheaorate 150 to 510 km* 0.25))
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Mobitel pay-phone charge vs.
radial distance

standard
[Tshs]

cheap
[Tshs]

30- 150 km

124

62

150-510 km

298

149

Table 5.25

PROPOSED PAY -PHONE CHARGE

The charges for pay-phone services of two other pay-phone operators are presented in table
5.26. There will be no competition, for the time being, between these pay-phones and the
Mobitel pay-phones because the pay-phones of TTCL and ACG are located in urban areas.

Radial distance vs.
call charge (fshs)

TTCL
standard

cheap

ACG
standard

cheap

less than 30 km

n.a.

n.a.

45

45

30 to 150 km

180

90

154

77

150 to 510 km

400

200

364

174

over 510 km

600

300

667

364

Table5.26

PAY-PHONE CALL CHARGESTICLAND ACG

Sources:

[Car95][ACG96] (n.a. =notavailable)

It shou1d be noted that Mobitel cou1d consider to adjust the tariffs. For instance, it is
possible to decrease/increase the difference between the standard and cheap rate or to
decrease/increase the difference between the rates for the distance zones. However, the
average call charge should be Tshs 180.
The average call charge ofTshs 180 includes the earlier mentioned TTCL toll charge. The
TTCL toll charge depends on the radial distance between the calling and the called party
(table 5.27).

Radial distance vs.
TTCL toll charges

TTCL toll charge [Tshs]

standard

cheap

Charge Band 'L'

0- 30km

16

16

Charge Band 'A'

30- 150 km

54

27

Charge Band 'B'

150-510 km

120

60

240

120

Charge Band 'M' over 510km
Table 5.27

TICL TOLL CHARGES
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These TTCL toll charges obviously decrease the profit margin for Mobitel. Ifthe (average)
toll charge is subtracted, the average revenue for Mobitel per call per minute is 108 Tshs 39 •
The trafiic forecast indicated that 42 calls per village per day could be expected. The same
paragraph also put forward another - high demand -scenario. This scenario has been
introduced because the trafiic forecast is very sensitive to variations in the number of users
per family. The high demand scenario forecasts 84 calls per village per day. Since it is
expected that the latter forecast is way too optimistic, and even the normal forecast could
be optimistic, a third scenario has to be introduced. This scenario, the low demand scenario,
forecasts 21 calls per day per village (which is 50% less than the normal forecast).
The three scenarios are presented in table 5.28

calls/day/villa ge

Traffic forecast (demand) scenarios
normal demand scenario

42

high demand scenario

84

low demand scenario

21

Table 5.28

DEMAND SCENARIOS

The revenues accrued from the forecasted tra:ffic are presented in table 5.29. Note that the
revenues are given in average Tshs per village per day.

Revenues Mobitel
[average Tshs per village per day]

incl.

excl.

TTCL toll 40

TTCL toll 41

normal demand scenario

7,560

4,536

high demand scenario

15,120

9,072

low demand scenario

3,780

2,268

Table 5.29

REVENDES MOBITEL

In order to pass judgement on the net benefits (i.e. benefits- costs) of providing pay-phone
service in rural villages, it is essential that the various cost items are identified and
quantified. Due to lack of actual data it is oot possible to quantify most of the cost items.
Nevertheless, an identification of cost items willlead to a rough (quantified) estimate of the
needed investments. This estimate is used to check the viability of providing Mobitel payphone services in rural villages.

39

Average (per minute) call revenue for Mobitel =
0.5 * ((124- 54) * 0.75) + (62- 27) * 0.25))
+ 0.5 * ((298 -120) * 0.75) + (149- 60) * 0.25)) = 108

40

Revenue = 180

41

Revenue = 108

* forecasted traffic
* forecasted traffic
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A project always distinguishes two phases; the construction phase and the operational
phase. The costs associated to each phase are respectively the initia! investment costs and
the operational costs. An elaborate review of the cost items to be considered is given in the
UNIDO manual for the preparation of industrial feasibility studies [UNI9IJ. The main cost
items for the Mobitel pay-phone project are presented in table 5.30. The table represents the
costs to be made to instaU one pay-phone. If Mobitel should decide to instaU more payphones, discount on equipment, shared maintenance and card related activities wiU reduce
the costs. On the other hand, the need for dedicated pay-phone personnet wiU increase the
costs. The question mark indicates that no reasonable estimate could be made.
It is assumed that the revenues of the pay-phone traffic do not have to contribute to the
overall Iabour costs (of neither marketing, nor financial, nor technica! personnel) since this
personnet is mainly engaged in activities related to mobile telephones. Hence, Iabour costs
are not included.

Costitems

description

Initia/investment costs

costs
estimate
[US$]

• site preparation

concrete foundation for the phone
booth

• equipment

pay-phone (e.g. BRIGHT LXIOOO)
Yagi antenna + cabling
phone booth
solar panel + power control
spareparts

• pre-production costs

on-site instaBation
card distribution
Total initia! investment costs

Operational costs (yearly)

75
2,500
100
500
500
200
100
25
4,000

[US$]

• maintenance

checking antenna direction,
cleaning solar panel, removing dirt,
etc. one a month a US$25

300

• card related activities

distribution of cards and collection
of money ones a months a US$ 25

300

• card sales (shops)

percentage of card sales, fixed
amount per month

• equipment depreciation

linear depreciation over 5 years
(pay-phone + solar panel)
Total yearly operational costs

Table5.30

COST ITEMS MOBI1EL PAY -PHONE

?
600
1,200
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Concluding, it is estimated that the costs for one pay-phone are US$ 4,000 in the
construction phase (year 0) and US$ 1,200 yearly in the operational phase (year 1 ton).
Table 5.31 presents the costs, benefits (normal demand scenario) and net benefits of
installing one pay-phone in a rura1 village. It is assumed that there is no inflation and that
demand is equal for the next five years. All va1ues are in US$ and the exchange rate is US$
1 = Tshs 580.

yearO

year 1

year2

year3

4,000

1,200

1,200

1;200

0

2,855

2,855

2,855

2,855

2,855

net benefits

-4,000

1,655

1,655

1,655

1,655

1,655

acc. net benefit

-4,000

-2,345

-690

965

2,620

4,275

costs
benefits

Table 5.31

COSTSfBENEFITS MOBITEL PAY-PHONE

Commonly used criteria to assess the efficiency of invested capital are the Net Present
Value (NPV), the Intemal Rate of Return and the Pay-Back Period.

Net Present Value, NPV

The NPV is the difference between the present value of benefits (revenues) and the present
value of costs 42 • Criti cal factors when calculating the NPV are the discount rate and the
lifetime of a project. In table 5.32, the NPV fora project which implies installing one payphone in a rural village is calculated for an interest rate of 12% (used by the African
Development Bank) and 30% (advised for use indeveloping countries by [Lem95J). The
project lifetime is assumed to be five years in order to minimise risks.

Scenarios

NPV

normal demand scenario (42 calls/day/village)

r=l2%

r=30%

1,966

31

high demand scenario

(84 calls/day/village)

12,258

6,984

low demand scenario

(21 calls/day/village)

-3,182

-3,447

Table 5.32

NET PRESENT V ALUE PAY -PHONE PROJECT

r = interest rate

When judging the NPV one considers whether an investment in an as set over a fixed period
of time is favourable over the banking of the capital at a certain interest rate. In order to be
feasible, the project' s NPV must be greater than zero.

42

NPV = ln ~ n'"., (revenues vear t - costs vear t) (1 +interest rateY1 - initia! investment
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Condusion based on the NPV:
Projects basedon the low demand scenario are not feasible. InstaHing a Mobitel pay-phone
is only feasible ifthe traffic to be expected is greater than 33 calls/day/village (r = 12%) or
greater than 42 calls/day/village (r = 30%); the NPV in both cases equals zero.

Internal Rate ofReturn, IRR

The rate of return is the rate of discount at which the net present value of benefits of a
project equals the net present value of the costs43 • The term intemal is used to indicate that
only costs and benefits directly associated with the project are covered. The IRR can also be
seen as the value for the rate of discount at which the NPV becomes zero.

IRR [%]

Scenarios
normal demand scenario

(42 eaUs/day/village)

31

high demand scenario

(84 calls/day/village)

110

low demand scenario

(21 calls/day/village)

- 31

Tab Je 5.33

IN'IERNAL RA'IE OF RETCRN PAY -PHONE PROJECT

The IRR is compared to the rate of interest on capita! or in case of absence of a capital market
the rate which reflects the opportunity costs of capita!. lf the IRR is higher than such a predetermined interest or cut-off rate, investrnents in the project are worthwhile. Obviously, if
the IRR is lower, investments are to be advised against.
Condusion basedon the IRR
Assuming cut-offrate of 12 or 30%, only projects basedon the normal and high demand
scenario are feasible.

Pay-Back Period

The pay-back period is the time required for the cash income of a project (net benefits in
table 5.31) to return the initia! investrnent (US$ 4,000).

Pay-back period

Scenarios
normal demand scenario (42 cal1s/day/village)

29 months

high demand scenario

(84 calls/day/village)

11 months

low demand scenario

(21 calls/day/village)

17years

(33 calls/day/village)

43 months

Table 5.34

PAY·BACKPERIOD PAY·PHONEPROJECT
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In order to minimise risks when investing capital, the pay-back period should he not too long

and of courseshorter than the projeet's lifespan.
Condusion based on the pay-back period
Projects based on a traffic forecast of 33 or more calls/day/village are feasible. A project
basedon the low demand scenario is defmitely nat feasible. In reality, the pay-back period
for this scenario is much langer than 17 years because equipment has to he bought every
fiveyears.

Overall condusion
The traffic forecast and interest rate seem to he vital parameters in the cast/benefit analysis.
As mentioned before, it is expected that the actual pay-phone traffic will he in the range of
21 to 42 calls/day/village. An interest rate of 12% seems realistic since Mobitel can obtain
its fmancial resources from the western capital market Taken together, the condusions
based on the various appraisal criteria lead to the following overall conclusion:
Installing a Mobitel pay-phone is a rural village is only feasible if the traffic is greater
than 33 calls per day, assuming an interest rate of 12%.

IMPORTANT: the preceding cost/benefit analysis indicates that it could he feasible for
Mobitel. However, due to the range ofthe expected traffic (21-42 calls) the investment is
risky More research is needed to pass a solid judgement. Guidelines for supplementary
research are given in paragraph 5. 7.
1

Mobitel could benefit from providing pay-phones services in rural villages. Another party
which could benefit from pay-phone services are the villagers. The next paragraph deals
with the casts and benefits forthese people.

5.6.2

Costs I benefits villagers

Some ofthe immediate and discernable advantages that improved telecommunication -like
pay-phones - in rural villages would bring are [TCC95]:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

enables immediate access to emergency assistance in life-threatening situations, civil
emergencies, and natural disasters. Quick response will prevent or limit the spread
of the effects of an event,
enables more efficient use to made of limited transport facilities, for example,
carrying pre-ordered goods to rural locations rather than people to and from urban
shopping trips,
improves access to up-to-date market and price information,
allows families to stay in touch, thereby reducing the potentialloss of cohesion in
family units, ensuring ongoing family support at a distance,
time savings leave room for other (economie) activities. However, the Tanzanian
culture attaches less value to time than we, European,
stimulates the commm1ication between people. Research [Sau94J indicates an increase
of communication of up to 20%,
although a bit far-fetched, it reduces rural tourban migration by providing potential
for improved employment.
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It is not easy to express the benefits for the villagers as a monetary value. Nevertheless, an
estimation is made ofthe transport costs savings for the villagers participating in the survey.
The casts of travel involve the casts made either to travel directly to the remote party, or
travel in order to make use of another communication facility, such as a pay-phone or post
office in a nearby village. Table 5.35 shows the use of alternative means of communication.

Use of alternative communication
means

frequency

percentage

visit

103

86

postal service

78

65

messenger

42

35

Table 5.35

ALlERNATIVE COMMUNICATION:MEANS

62 per cent of the respondents use these alternatives aften to very aften. Since the
defmitions of aften and very aften are ambiguous, it is assumed that the respondent writes
a letter ones a week, pays a visit once a week and asks a messenger to convey a message
ones in two weeks. Besides, 81 per cent of the respondent already uses a (pay) phone 1.5
times per week and (60%) has to travel more than 10 km to reach this phone (it casts 500
Tshs to travel10-20 kilometres by dala dala).
The amount of money a respondent spends to use an alternative means of communication
depends mainly on the distance one has to cross. However, on average, the respondent
spends Tshs 1,200 (calculated from table 5.36) on each trip.

frequency

percentage

o- 5oo+ Tshs

17

17

5oo+- 1,000 Tshs

41

41

1,ooo+- 1,500 Tshs

13

13

1,500+- 2,000 Tshs

14

14

more than 2,000 Tshs

15

15

Money spend to use alternative

Table 5.36

MONEY SPEND TO USE ALlERNATIVE

The travel expenses (average per week) can now be estimated as:
1 letter (stamp)
1 visit
0.5 messenger
1.5 use other (pay) phone
Total travel expenses (per week)

200 Tshs
1,200 Tshs
750 Tshs
750 Tshs

1 x 1,200
0.5 x 1,200
1.5 x 500
=

2,800 Tshs
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The availability of a pay-phone in the respondent's village yields Tshs 2,800 savings on
transport expenses. However, in order to retain the same amount of communication, these
savings have to be applied to make (pay) phone calls. Moreover, it is not realistic to assume
that the respondents will replace all alternative means of communication by telephone calls.
This assumption is backed up by table 5.37

Can you imagine to use a telephone
instead?
yes

no
Tab Je 5.37

frequency

percentage

84

70

36

30 ••···

CAN YOU IMAGINE TO USE A TELEPHONE INSTEAD?

Thirty per cent of the respondents would not use the telephone as an alternative means of
communication. It is most likely that they will not easily replace a visit by a telephone call.
If 70 per cent of the communication activities is replaced with telephone calls, the
respondent still would save (on average) 1,540 Tshs per week on transport expenses.
In order to obtain the net benefit, the expenses to be made to make phone calls as substitute
for other means of communication have to be extracted from the transport savings:

Nurnher of substitute calls ( 1 letter, 0. 5 visit, 0. 5 messenger)
Average call duration
Average call charge

2
4.3 minutes
180Tshs/min

Total expenses for substitute calls per week

1548 Tshs

Total transport costs savings per week

1540 Tshs

Net (loss) benefit for the respondent per week

(8) Tshs

The calculation indicates that there is no (average) net (economical) benefit on transport
expenses ifthe respondent substitutes his or her alternative means of communication with
a telephone call. Individual respondents, who have to travellong distances, will defmitely
benefit from nearby pay-phone services.
It is important to note that the preceding calculation concerns the respondents and not the
villagers in general. The average villager is not able to spend Tshs 2,800 per week to traveL
(minimum wage in Tanzania is Tshs 17,500/month). The respondents have a higher
monthly income (table L.5). For example, 80% earns more than Tshs 20,000 and 25 % earns
more than Tshs 50,000/month.
Although, in general, Tanzanians do not attach much value to time, it is interesting to
calculate the time savings for the respondents. Table 5.38 shows the time respondents
spend to use an alternative means of communication.

Guidelines for supplementary research

Time spend to use alternative
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frequency

percentage

30+ - 60 minutes

2

2

60+- 120 minutes

5

6

2+- 4 hours

30

34

51

58

more than 4 hours
Table 5.38 TIME SPEND TO USE ALTERNATIVE

More than 90 per cent of the respondents spend more than two hours using an alternative
means of communication. Assuming that 'more than 4 hours' equals 6 hours, the average
time spent is more than 5 hours! (back and forth). Two substitute calls would save the
respondent 10 hours per week. It is, however, doubtful if the respondent would invest this
spare time in economie activities.
Most of the benefits of improved communications in rural areas (mentioned at the beginning
ofthis paragraph) are difficult to quantify and require thorough investigation. Nevertheless,
it is forsure that the benefits provide an improverneut of the quality of life of the villagers.

5.7

Guidelines for supplementary research
Due to the many (according to us realistic) assumptions it has oot been possible to pass a
solid judgement on the feasibility of providing Mobitel pay-phone services in rural villages
around Dar es Salaam. We therefore recommend to do supplementary research. This
research should include the following items:
•

verification of the traffic forecast. This cao he done by instaHing one or more payphones and measure the actual generated traffic for at least half a year. Villages
which were also included in the sample should he used in the research to he able to
compare the forecast and real traffic thereby estimating the sample bias,

•

identification and quantification of all the cost items. In other words, a full feasibility
study is required,

Mobitel should consider commissioning this research as a M.Sc. project.
If the outcome of a full feasibility study would he positive, Mobitel should not hesitate to
engage in providing pay-phone services in rural areas. It will certainly improve their
reputation. The benefits for the villagers are obvious. Mobitel pay-phones could provide the
first step towards real improvements in self-confidence and capacity of the villagers to
generate wealth and to aid national development. The improverneut also has the indirect
effect of supporting democratisation, and of supporting the development of the social and
economie roles ofwomen in non-urban communities.
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Chapter 6

Summary of conclusions and recommendations

Wh at role does and can MIC Tanzania Ltd (Mobite/) play in the development of the
Tanzanian telecommunication sector?

T

o fmd an answer to this research problem, defmed and elucidated in chapter 1, four
research areas were formulated. Conclusions and recommendations referring to these
research areas already have been given in four area dedicated chapters.
In this chapter, a summary of the conclusions and recommendations per research area is
given. In the end, a feedback to the research problem and the research aims is made.

6.1

Telecommunication technologies for developing countries
Research area 1:

Assessment of appropriate telecommunication technologies for
developing countries

Developing countries, in general, lack a reasonable telecommunication infrastructure,
especially in the rural areas (where on average 72% ofthe people live). Although these
countries use the experience and technology of the developed world to skip steps in the
traditional path of network development and consequently narrowing the gap with the
developed world, in practice, the process of leap frogging is hindered by environmental
constraints.
Three important environmental constraints are people (attitude, behaviour, educational1evel,
etc.), funds/govemment policy (donors, liberalisation, etc.) and the physical conditions of
a country (topographical and climatological aspects). The constraints are country specific
and sometimes even area specific. Nevertheless, there are a few essential design parameters
for the components of (rural) telecommunication networks in deve1oping countries:
•
•
•
•

low energy consumption
absence of active cooling
modular construction
self diagnostic capabilities
maintenance friendly

•
•

unmanned operation
theft and vandal proof
weather proof
low cost

Together with a solid market research, an examination of the telecommunication investment
elimate and a proper training program, any technology that complies with the above
mentioned parameters should be successful in that area.
Of all the available telecommunication technologies, grouped as wireline, terrestrial wireless
and satellite technology, terrestrial wireless technology seems to be the most appropriate for
application in developing countries. Satellite technology is, for the time being, too expensive
for wide spread use.
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Some of the advantages of wireless technology as compared to wireline technology are:
•
•
•

fast roli-out time
less up-front costs
costs independent of distance

•
•
•

easy redeployment
cost effective
immune to theft

lt is expected that radio based systems will become vita! in developing countries. They can
bypass old local exchanges which may he unreliable, subject to poor line quality, or
saturated and unable to take on new subscribers. In these situations, links can be made
directly to improved switches with ample capacity.
Fixed wireless technology is mentioned as the solution for providing telecommunication
services in developing countries and rural areas in particular. Fixed subscriber equipment
can also he used in cellular nctworks which have the prior aim to provide mobile services.
Although this is not the most cost effcctive solution, it optimally could utilise an existing
(urban) cellular infrastructure.

6.2

Telecommunications in Tanzania
Research area 2:

Current state ofaffairs regarding telecommunications in Tanzania

The Tanzanian telecommunications infrastructure suffers from serious shortcomings. The
shortcomings can he characterised as:
•
•
•
•
•

low teledensity of 0.3 per I 00 inhabitants,
low supply oflines (76,370) with respect to the demand for lines (206,830). Only
37% ofthe demand was satisfied,
relatively small growth, 7%, of the telephone network,
many unsuccessful calls (50-75%) due to the small capacity of the network,
many faults due to inadequate maintenance of external line plant, exchanges and
transmiss ion.

Impravement ofthe telecommunication sector is hoped to he done by initiating the, US$ 250
million, Tanzanian Restructuring Programme (TRP). The objectives ofthe TRP are:
•

•
•

provide sufficient equipment to reduce delays in call conneetion within the country
and internationally,
consolidate maintenance and rehabilitation of existing plant and equipment,
raise capacity utilisation of installed plant and equipment,
undertake training programs with a strong emphasis on digital technology.

It should be noted that the TRP (read neL) will only reach district headquarters and major
population centres, whereas villages in general cannot be provided with service for the time
being. Given the demand projections for telecommunication services, neL has no realistic
possibility of narrowing the supply-demand gap within a reasonable period of time.
Fact is that TieL is the main operator as well in the domestic market as in the international
market They even own 25% of the frrst mobile service provider, MIC Tanzania Ltd.
(Mobitel). A regulatory oommission (ree) is responsible for the granted licences and advices
the govemment regarding policies to stimulate, for example, economie development,
geographical decentralisation, or self-reliance.
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Recommendations for the Tanzanian government (in diminishing order ofpriority)

CD Completely liberalise the telecommunication market
According to us, besides the TRP, an entire open entry policy must be adopted and a
more competitive provision of services must be allowed. This means that all
restrictions with regard to the ownership of telecommunication companies should be
eliminared immediately. Foreign companies will easier enter the telecommunication
market This will stimulate a rapid expansion ofthe infrastructure. The TCC is a major
agency in this 'more competitive' matter, and should act objectively.
@

Tax customers to develop rural telecommunications
Following the urban improvements, telecommunication facilities in more remote
areas should be developed. We advice against a universa! service obligation covered
by telecommunication operators to contribute to the Rural Development Fund. We
also advice against the universa! service obligation from tax revenues. It is fairer to
tax customers directly because they use the telecommunication services and therefore
benefit from a universa! service. A tax of 10% on the total call charge could yield
US$ 10 million every year.

@

Do not waste time and money on R&D and local manufacturing activities

Part ofthe policy to stimulate self-reliance, is the Tanzanian wish tostart R&D and
manufacturing of telecommunication equipment. We believe that both R&D and
manufacturing of locally made equipment is not wise. Main reason for this opinion
is the unbeatable gap between western and Tanzanian tclecommunication industries.

6.3

MIC in Tanzania
Research area 3

Mobitel 's possibilities for providing mobile telecommunications in
Tanzania.

MIC Tanzania Ltd. (Mobitel), a mobile cellular telephone operator started operations in
September 1994 and connected some 5,500 customers to date. Mobitel is a joint venture
with 40 per cent ofthe shares held by Tanzanian companies. More than 90 percent ofthe
employees arealso Tanzanian.
Mobitel operates a cellular network that complies to the ETACS standard. The main building
blocks of the cellular system, in general and for Mobite1, are mobile tclephones, base
stations and a mobile switching centre (Msc) which connects call internally within the
wireless network or to the outside world (PSTN) via a gateway exchange. The connections
between the base stations and the MSC, and between the MSC and the PSTN are either
dedicated landlines or micro-wave links (or a combination ofboth). The Mobitel network
comprises five base stations, four in Dar es Salaam and one on the island of Zanzibar.
Technically spoken, the Mobitel network performance is satisfactory although the
percentage successful calls is still below the target of 95%. From a customer' s viewpoint
(using the samedata as for the technica! viewpoint) the network performance is really bad
with only 39% successful calls. Customer behaviour accounts for approximately 50% of the
total unsuccessful calls.
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The other unsuccessful calls are due to the bad quality of the TTCL network. The latter can
not be solved by Mobitel.

It is obvious that the cellsites which serve the (business) eentres of Dar es Salaam (City
centre, Centraland Oysterbay) cany most ofthe telephone traflic. The amount oftraffic
carried by Wazo hili and Masingini is relatively low. This reflects in the number of assigned
channels. The distribution of channels among the cellsites is correct. It is important that data
on cellsite usage is regularly compared with the assigned number of channels in order to
predict and prevent network congestion.
The coverage area ofMobitel' s mobile phones (standard 0. 6 Watt telephone) camprises the
city's centre and semi-urban surroundings. The area can be extended by using an directional
antenna.
A 'common' customer ofMobitel is between 30 and 49 years old, male, Christian, and earns
more than 300,000 Tshs. per month. His knowledge and usage of the (value adding) services
is marginal. According to the elient the service provision of the Customer Service
department is not satisfactory. He wants Mobitel to extend its network to Arusha and
Mwanza. The most wanted new service is 'Internet'.
Clientele trends are: females are relatively new customers, average income deercases with
the year of application, and friends/relatives get more important in time as means of
advertisement.
The 'security' reason to obtain a mobile is significantly more important for females than for
males.
Mobitel is, also to the non-customers, very well known within the area of Dar es Salaam.
The most important reason not to be a customer of Mobitel is of course the reason 'too
expensive'. If they had the opportunity to become a elient it will be for the 'easy, fast, or
efficient' way of communication.

Recommendations for Mobitel (in diminishing order ofpriority)
CD Educate Customer Service persounel
As described in chapter 3, the competition in the telecommunication sector grows.
Impravement of service provision of the department 'Customer Service' can
strengthen the position ofMobitel. The main instrument to improve service provision
is to educate the employees of Customer Service on how to treat customers. Spend
half a day every week using the experience of the manager of this department A role
play is the most suited instrument for this type of education.
@

lnform and instruct customers
Inaccurate customer action is one of the main causes of the high number of
unsuccessful calls. This will be reduced by providing better information to the
customers on how to operate their mobile phone. The same instruction imprave the
customer's knowledge of the offered services. This will stimulate the use of these
services and thus benefits Mobitel. An employee can spend five days a week teaching
the customer. It is wise to select groups in advance, for example young customers,
Moslems, or females.
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Provide Internet services
Many clients are interested in Internet, and have access to a computer. Offering this
additional service will distinguish Mobitel from other telecommunication providers.
We expect that this new service can be provided within a year. The costs for the
clients will be approximately US$ 20 per month for the conneetion plus the normal
call charge.

@

Extend services to Arusha and Mwanza
The time neerled to extend the infrastructure to Arusha and Mwanza depends on the
number of base stations. The instaBation of one base station will take approximately
onemonth.

@

Analyse network performance from customer's viewpoint
By analysing the performance of the Mobitel network it is more realistic to use the
customer's viewpoint since they actually use the network.

6.4

Expansion to rural areas: village pay-phones
Research area 4:

Feasibility ofproviding Mobitel pay-phone services in rural villages
around Dar es Sa/aam

Mobitel reekons with the possibility of a universa! service obligation, which implies that
they could be forced - by the govemment - to provide mobile services in rural areas.
Proposed is to provide pay-phone services.
Installing Mobitel pay-phones in rural villages around Dar es Salaarn is feasible if the payphone traffic is greater than 33 calls/day/village.
The (careful) condusion is based on the outcome of a survey carried out in seven villages
around Dar es Salaam among 120 villagers. The survey and its analysis revealed the
follmving:
•

There is a demand for telephone services in villages because:
the villagers nowadays make use of pay-phones in towns other villages for
which they have to travel more than 10 km,
the villagers express a positive attitude towards telephone service by
distinguishing its value for themselves.
The type of pay-phone should, according to the respondents, be a stm1d alone
configuration. Additional system requirements are those imposed by the rural
environment (see paragraph 6.1).

•

The location of the pay-phone should be near a bus stop, police station or shopping
area. Aimed is to provide one pay-phone in each village.
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The pay-phone should be solar powered to operate independent from the (poor)
national electricity grid.
•

The provision of virtual telephony should be considered since the respondents clearly
distinguish the importance of receiving calls. However, the organisational aspects
(like how to subscribe and how to pay), and the technica! aspects (like the required
number of extra voice mail boxes) have to be carefully considered. By providing
virtual telephony, Mobitel will stay ahead of (future) competitors.

•

The interest rate and the traffic forecast substantially influence the outcome of the
analysis.
The pay-phone traffic (number of calls) is expected to be 42 calls per day per village.
The introduetion of two other scenarios estimate a traff'ic between 21 and 84
calls/day/village.

•

The benefits for the villages are difficult to quantify.

•

It is not possible to pass a solid judgment on the feasibility of providing Mobitel payphone services in rural villages around Dar es Salaam due to lack of quantitative data.

Guidelines for supplementary research

CD Verify the traffic forecasts
This can be done by instaHing one or more pay-phones and measure the actual
generated traffic for at least half a year. Villages which were also included in the
sample should be used in the research to be able to oompare the forecast and real
traffic thereby estimating the sample bias.
@

Perform a full feasibility study
Identify and quantify all the cost items.

Mobitel could commission this research as M.Sc project. Two students of the Eindhoven
University ofTechnology (preferably ofthe faculty ofTechnology Management) are ablc
to perform this study within 6 months. The associated costs are marginal.

6.5

Feedback to the research problem
Research problem: What role does and can MIC Tanzania Ltd. (Mobitel) play in the
development ofthe Tanzanian telecommunication sector?
As described in chapter 3, TTCL cannot meet the demand for telecommunication services in
Tanzania on its own. Mobitel, with a majority offoreign shares, already proved to be able
to operate a cellular network in Dar es Salaam and is willing to extend its services to both
urban and rural areas in Tanzania. A deercase of the conneetion fee from US$ 400 in 1994
to US$ 100 in 1996 already stimulated a more widespread use ofMobitel services. This is
confrrmed by the fact that the average monthly income of the customers connecting,
deercases in time.
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An important limiting factor in Mobitel's provision of quality services is ITCL. Their poor
quality network and limited (provided) gateway capacity indirectly influences Mobitel's
performance.
The planned extension of the Mobitel network towards Arusha and Mwanza will improve
the availability of telephone services in these regions. However, the Tanzanian
Telecommunications Commission does not, for the time being, generously grants licences.
Mobitel can play an important role in rural telecommunication development by providing
pay-phones in rural villages. The feasibility of instaHing such systems in rural villages
around Dar es Salaam has been indicated. The introduetion of virtual telephony, which
enables to receive calls, would increase the value of pay-phone services.

6.6

Feedback to the research aims
Research aim 1:

To provide Mobitel with information conceming their current and
future customers, which enables them to evaluate their overall
strategy and to map out jilfure strategies.

A interim customer profile made in Tanzania has already been used by Mobitel to adjust
their marketing strategy. The final profile presented in this report will encourage the Mobitel
staffto adopt the, in general easy to implement, recommended activities.

Research aim 2:

To inform Mobitel about the feasibility of installing pay-phones
around Dar es Salaam.

By identifYing the variables which influence the feasibility of 'going rural', Mobitel is
provided with an instrument to judge the costs and benefits. A survey among villagers
yielded the system requirements and the expected pay-phone trafik Based on the results of
the survey, we (carefully) conclude that it is feasible for Mobitel.

Additional goals:

To gain insight in the appropriateness of telecommunication
technologies for developing countries.
To contribute to the ITO-project conceming the industrialisation of
Tanzania; telecommunication being one of the important enabling
technologies with respect to industrialisation.

The description of the different telecommunication technologies and the related
environmental constraints gain insight in the appropriateness of telecommunication
technologies for developing countries.
The description ofthe Tanzanian telecommunication sector contributes to the ITO-project
concerning the industrialisation of Tanzania.
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